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Information Technology 
Donald Riley, Professor, 

Associate Vice President and 
Associate Provost Academic Affairs 

Info Tech 
Information Technology 
Planning Project 
The assessment phase of the Informa-
tion Technology Planning Project 

(lnfoTech) has been completed. The results are 
summarized in the final report of the project team: 
Information Technology Matters at the University of 
Minnesota. 

An 18 Month Assessment 
The recently released fmal report concludes an 18 
month assessment of customer needs, provider perfor
mance, strategic opportunities, operational barriers, and 
recommendations for policy actions by central adminis
tration. A previous report summarized the findings of 
the customer assessment process. 

Six Policy Actions Recommended 
The final report recommends six policy actions includ
ing: top management commitment through strategic 
infrastructure investments; strong, accountable leader
ship through an ongoing planning process, integrated 
with U2000, and guided by a high-level advisory 
council; and coordinated implementation efforts 
through cross-functional, cooperative process improve
ment project teams. 
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Senior Vice Presidents Infante and Erickson agree with the 
report's findings and have endorsed the recommended 
actions. 

Academic Computing and Information Technology 
The focal point for ongoing InfoTech planning will be 
established in the Office of Academic Computing and 
Information Technology. Don Riley will chair the Infor
mation Technology Advisory Council (ITAC)- a review 
and priority setting group for campus, college, and central 
support unit information technology plans and SIP funding 
requests. Tim Fitzpatrick, Director of Policy Development 
and Planning, will coordinate Cross Functional Working 
Groups ( CFWGs) - in cooperative efforts among the 
central providers (CIS, AIS, Telecomm), other information 
technology units (libraries, student information services, 

payroll, human resources, media resources, colleges, etc.) 
to address specific issues and projects as part of the plan
ning process. 

Obtaining the Report 
Copies of the Info Tech final report will be distributed to 
Deans, Directors, and Department heads. A Microsoft 
Word version of the document will also be available on 
Internet Gopher; to obtain it, follow this Gopher path: 
University of Minnesota Campus Information/University 
Planning/Information Technology Planning. You can also 
contact Academic Affairs Computing at 
ryan@mailbox.mail.umn.edu for copies of the report. 

Free Campus-wide Internet & E-mail Access 
Most of the information about this 

campus-wide program has not changed 
since last Fall. The most notable change 

has been in how passwords for student 
accounts are initiated; those changes are 

discussed below. 

T Overview 
Electronic mail helps people communicate with each other. 
Universal access to E-mail and the Internet is part of the 
University's beginning steps in providing the technological 
underpinnings for more effective communications at the 
University between faculty and students as well as central 
administration and departments. 

Providing easy access to information resources available at 
our university and other universities and government 
agencies is also an important strategy in maintaining and 
improving our status in the ranks of first-class universities. 

T Free E-mail Accounts 
In the Fall of 1992, Computer and Information Services 
began creating free E-mail accounts for all University 
faculty and staff and for all students registered in a degree 
program. In Falll993, Continuing Education and 

Extension (CEE) and Independent Study students regis
tered for credit classes also received free E-mail accounts. 
Everyone is assigned one account on one of the hosts listed 
here. 

gold.tc.umn.edu 
rnaroon.tc.urnn.edu 

These E-mail accounts also enable members of the Univer
sity community to access other information resources on 
the campus-wide network and the worldwide Internet. 

Software 
You don't need your own computer to send and receive E
mail. One option is to use the Central System's maroon 
and gold Mail Shells. This approach includes access to E
mail software called Pine. Those who have the proper 
microcomputer setup probably want to use one of the E
mail programs used by most of the University community: 
POPmail for Macs and Minuet for PCs. 

Students can access their E-mail from any of the Computer 
Facilities discussed elsewhere in this issue. 
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Storage Space on Maroon and Gold 
Individual accounts on the maroon and gold systems have 
a 2 megabyte (MB) disk quota. This means accounts 
holders can store up to 2MB of information free of charge. 
Students or staff who wish to maintain more than 2MB of 
disk storage should send a request to 

accounts@epx.cis.umn.edu 

T Student E-mail Accounts 
Initially, students' passwords were their Student ID 
numbers; this is no longer true. Now new accounts are 
"uninitiated" and each student must create and type in 
their own password. 

How to Initiate a New Account 
For security reasons, all newly created student accounts are 
"frozen." A new account cannot be used until the student 
requests that his or her account be activated and provides 
proper identification. Since students have been assigned a 
username (also commonly called user ID) but no pass
word, they cannot use software such as SLIP to gain access 
to the University's system. 

To activate their accounts, students can go to any Com
puter Facility and access Internet Gopher. To begin the 
process they need to follow this Gopher path 

Phone Books 
University of Minnesota Phone Book 

Student E-mail Account Initiation 

It's Easy 
Mter selecting Student E-mail Account Initiation a form 
will appear on the screen. For most students, activating 
their account will be easy and quick. The five initiation 
steps are shown in Figure l. For security reasons, students 
are asked to enter the password they want to use twice. 

Figure 1: Student E-mail Account Initiation 

Student ID Number 
Social Security Number 
Date of Birth 
Select Initial Password 
Retype Initial Password 

Initiation Tips 
l. Don't use dashes 
The system only recognizes numbers and disregards any 
hyphens or dashes that students type in when entering 
their student ID and social security numbers. 

2. Use the { 7ab] key to go from one section to another 
Use the [Tab I key to go from one information section (data 
field) to another. When you're done, which action you 
take depends on what software you're using. 

• Macintosh TurboGopher users can press the [Enter I key 
or click on the OK button. (To see the OK button you 
may need to resize the window.) 

• Minuet/Gopher users should click on the OK button. 
• Maroon and gold Mail Shell users can press the [Return I 

or [Enter I key. 

3. Birth date format 
An example birth date is currently displayed in the initia
tion form. Students must replace the example with their 
own date of birth and must use the same month/ date/year 
format as the example. Both of these examples are correct: 

2/14/1974 
11/2/1970 

In this example the year was entered incorrectly. 

2/14/74 

4. Acceptable Passwords 
All passwords on the gold and maroon systems must 
• be from 6 to 8 characters long 
• not be all letters or all numbers 
• not be identical to your username 

If you type in an unacceptable password, the system will 
reject it and prompt you with a message that includes the 
password rules. 

5. How will I know if I did it right? 
Mter you've typed in the required information, it is sent to 
the central directory to be checked for accuracy, a process 
that usually takes a moment or two. Once the system has 
verified that the information you've entered is accurate, it 
will respond with a message similar to the one shown 
below. 

User name: lars1234 
Validated host: gold.tc.umn.edu 
E-mail address: lars1234@gold.tc.umn.edu 
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Troubleshooting Tips 
If you enter inaccurate or incorrectly formatted informa
tion, you will receive a system message and be allowed to 
type in the information again. 

If for some reason your account cannot be activated, you 
can call the E-mail Help Line at 626-7676 for further 
assistance. However, since we are security conscious, if 
you forgot your password or the system will not accept 
your password, you must follow special procedures. The 
procedures are discussed in the More Password Tips section. 

Tip for Extension Students 
Extension students who have an E-mail account but cannot 
use it because they do not know their Student ID number 
should call 625-3333, the extension classes phone number 
for this information. 

T Employee Accounts 
When a department turns in a Staff Demographic Informa
tion form for an employee, this begins a series of events 
that includes initiating an E-mail account for that em
ployee. Departments that want their employees to begin 
using E-mail as soon as they begin work should turn in this 
form as soon as possible. 

All employees - faculty, professional, administrative, civil 
service staff, and graduate students - are assigned a 
unique password. New employees receive a memo telling 
them what that password is. (Initially, the preassigned 
password for all staff was their social security number; this 
is no longer true.) 

T Looking up E-mail Addresses 
The University's on-line directory is like the familiar paper 
Student-Staff Directory. The on-line directory contains 
students' and employees' names and their E-mail addresses. 

The easiest way to access this directory is via Internet 
Gopher software. The University's Gopher "home" menu 
has a section called Phone Books. You can access this 
section to find the E-mail addresses of people affiliated 
with the University of Minnesota. To find these options 
follow this Gopher path: 

Phone Books 
University of Minnesota Phone Book 

Search U of MN Directory 

Figure 1: Search U of M On-line Phone Book 

Search U of MN Directory 

You can begin your search by simply typing in the last 
name of the person whose E-mail address you're looking 
for. However, to cut down on the number of possible 
matches, you may need to enter more information - for 
example Kath Anderson, as shown in Figure l. The Kath 
Anderson search would find occurrences of Kathy, 
Kathleen, Katherine, and Kathryn. 

You can also turn to the Phone Books section of Gopher 
to fmd addresses for people at institutions located else
where in the United States and around the world. 

T Not In the Phone Book? 
Students who've requested that their listings in the Stu
dent-Staff Directory be suppressed will not show up in the 
on-line Phone Book. To learn their E-mail addresses these 
students must visit Student Support Services in 150 
Williamson Hall. 

All employees who turn in a Staff Demographic Informa
tion form will appear in the on-line directory. Although 
staff can request non-work information be excluded from 
the directory, they cannot suppress work information, such 
as office address and phone number. 

T Training and Support 
We offer training and support for these E-mail programs: 
• POPmail for Macintoshes 
• Minuet for IBM-compatibles and 
• Pine for terminal users who access the Mail Shell. 

Although E-mail is easy to use once you become familiar 
with it, many people prefer to take a class before starting to 
use it. Informational brochures on E-mail, classes, and 
how to obtain the necessary software for microcomputers 
are available at all of our Help Lines. 
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E-mail Help: 626-7676 
We've set up a separate Help Line just for E-mail. This 
Help Line is staffed Monday through Friday from 9 am to 
4 pm for phone-in support; to reach them call626-7676. 

For questions regarding the gold and maroon systems and 
communications software, you can also send E-mail to 

help@umn-edu 
help@gold.tc.umn.edu 
help@maroon.tc.umn.edu 

E-mail Classes 
We off free E-mail orientations and hands-on classes to 
give you experience in using Pine, POPmail, and Minuet. 
We also offer seminars that demonstrate Internet resources 
and introduce communications concepts. These courses 
require advance registration and, in some cases, a fee. A 
listing of this quarter's courses is available via Gopher. To 
access the short course information, follow this Gopher 
path: 

Computer Information 
Computer & Information Services Short Courses 

For information or to register for classes, call our 190 
Shepherd Labs office at 625-1300. 

'Y More Password Tips 
We caution you not to add numbers to the beginning or 
end of real words, although numbers elsewhere are OK 
To create a password, you can mix lowercase letters with 
capitals (the system is case sensitive). A common way to 
create a random password is to use the leading characters 
from a song title or phrase, such as: are we having fun yet. 
We added numbers and mixed in some upper case charac
ters to create two seven character passwords from that 
phrase, as shown below. 

awhF55y 
Awhf44Y 

Be careful about ~iting down your password or printing it 
anywhere. Once a clever stranger or mischievous acquain
tance knows your password, they can change your pass
word or just use your account for mischief. 

Change your Password Frequently 
We encourage everyone to change their password at least 
once a quarter. Unscrupulous people make a game of 
cracking passwords and using accounts for unauthorized 
work. Protect yourself and the University's resources. You 
can use Internet Gopher to change your password. You'll 
fmd an on-screen form in the Phone Books section; to fmd 
it follow this Gopher path: 

Phone Books 
University of Minnesota Phone Book 

Validation Utilities and Services 

Forgot your Password? 
Since we are security conscious, you must follow special 
procedures to get us to give you a new password if you 
forget your old one or the system rejects your password. 

Staff begin by calling 626-8366. Students must fill in a 
Student Electronic Mail Password Change Request Form. 
To get the form students must go in person to a Computer 
Facility, for example 14 Folwell or 26 Lind on the East 
Bank campus, 305 McNeal on the St. Paul campus, or 50 
HHH on the West Bank campus. 

System Won't Accept Your Password? 
Occasionally, because the system is "experiencing technical 
difficulty," it will reject everyone's password and username. 
If you suspect this is the case, call626-1819. If maroon or 
gold is down or having other problems, you'll hear a status 
report when you call this number. 

UPPERCASE versus lowercase 
The computers being used as mail servers differentiate 
between upper and lowercase, that is between b and B. 
When people attempt to use their E-mail account, a 
common error is that the leaps Lock) key is engaged; 
generally it should be off. 

Letters versus Numbers 
Those who've used a typewriter but not a computer 
keyboard sometimes use the letters 0 and 1 and the 
numbers 0 and 1 interchangeably. The computer, how
ever, always differentiates between letters and numbers. 
Keep this in mind when entering passwords as well as E
mail names and addresses. 
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Free Access to Computer Facilities 
A Service for University Students - Limited Access for Faculty 

There are Computer Facilities in many locations around 
campus that are available to all University of Minnesota 
students; Table l lists those Computer Facilities. Generally 
the Computer Facilities are open Monday through Friday, 
from 9 am to 5 pm. Many are open longer weekday hours 
and for variable hours on Saturday and Sunday. A more 
detailed list is included in the Computer Facilities Fall 
QJtartcr 1994 schedule on pages 89-90. 

Table 1: Computer Facilities 

Computer Facility Campus Equipment 
1 .... Blegen Hall 455 ......... West ......... Micros 
2 .... Central Library B50 ..... StPaul ....... Micros 
3 .... COB 17 ...................... StPaul ....... Micros 
4 .... COB 135 .................... StPaul ....... Micros 
5 .... Diehl Hall 278 ............ East .......... Terminals 
6 .... Eddy Hall Annex 54 ..... East .......... Micros 
7 .... Elliott Hall 121 ........... East .......... Micros & Terminals 
8 .... Folwell Hall 14 ............ East .......... Micros & Terminals 
9 .... Humphrey 50 ............. West ......... Micros 
10 .. Lind Hall 26 ............... East .......... Micros 
11 .. McNeal Hall 305 ........ StPaul ....... Micros 
12 .. Moos Tower 8-425 ...... East .......... Micros 
13 .. Nicholson Hall 1 ......... East .......... Terminals 
14 .. Vet Science 450 ......... StPaul ....... Micros 
15 .. Walter Library 9 .......... East .......... Micros & Terminals 

Students can use the microcomputers and terminals in 
these facilities for many tasks, such sending and reading E
mail, for class assignments, to access LUMINA, and to 
access Internet Gopher servers and other Internet informa
tion delivery systems. 

The department responsible for a Computer Facility sets 
the hours and selects its own hardware and software. 
Distributed Computing Services manages most of the 
facilities. 

T Eligibility 
The Computer Facilities listed in Table l cannot be used 
by people who are not affiliated with the University, but 
access is free for the following people: 

• All fee paying students who are currently registered in 
day school or in extension. Students must be registered 
for at least one credit and must be able to present proper 
identification (a student ID and current paid fee state
ment) when they sign-in to use a Computer Facility. 

• Faculty or staff who are developing courseware they will 
use in Distributed Computing Services' Computer 
Facilities. 

• For a fee, departments can arrange to use some facilities; 
contact Jerry Larson at 625-7850 to inquire about 
arrangements and fees. 

An individual's use of the Computer Facilities may be 
limited to two hour sessions, depending on the demand. 
Conduct within the facilities is subject to the Student 
Conduct Code and the posted Computer Facility rules. 

T Microcomputer Facilities 
The microcomputer facilities have equipment such as IBM 
or IBM-compatible personal computers, Macintoshes, and 
laser printers. Some Computer Facilities have special 
equipment, such as scanners, and equipment for people 
with disabilities. 

Each microcomputer facility has a wide variety of software, 
and usually the facilities have the current versions of 
software. The software in individual facilities varies but 
generally includes software in the following categories: 
spreadsheet, database, statistics, graphics, desktop publish
ing, and word processing. For detailed information about 
the availability of hardware and software, contact the 
individual Computer Facility. 

You may be able to use your own software on the micro
computer facilities' equipment; talk to an attendant before 
making plans. 

T Computer Terminals 
Some Computer Facilities have terminals as well as micro
computers. To use the terminals, you need an account on 
the system you wish to access. 
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T Printing Is Not Free 
Access to the microcomputers and terminal facilities listed 
in Table 1 is free, but access to printing is not. Computer 
Facility users are required to pay for all printing, including 
E-mail messages. Most microcomputers facilities have on
site laser printers. Private and research accounts on the 
central system computers (discussed elsewhere in this 
newsletter) are charged for printing through the central 
computer's accounting system. 

Printer Access Cards 
Each time you print, you must present a printer card to the 
attendant on duty. Currently you can purchase two 
different Printer Access Cards to pay for printing. Both 
cards are transferable, which means you can sell or give 
unused or partially used cards to other facility users. 
However, cards cannot be returned for refunds. Neither 
card has an expiration date. 

You can purchase these cards at any Bursars office or from 
a lab attendant in a Computer Facility. However, unlike 
the Bursars, the Computer Facilities do not accept cash; 
they only accept checks. 

$1 Printer Card 
Your cost when using this card is 10¢ per page; the card 
will pay for 10 pages oflaser printer output. 

$4 Bulk Printer Card 
Your cost when using this card is 08¢ per page; the card 
will pay for 50 pages of laser output. 

T Classroom Facilities 
Some microcomputer facilities can be reserved for instruc
tional use. To determine which Computer Facilities are 
available, look under the Classes heading in the Computer 
Facilities schedule on pages 89-90. During times reserved 
for instructional use, students must devote their time to 
classroom or instructional activities rather than working on 
assignments for other classes or any personal activity. 

T Special Services 

Disability and Computing Services 
Facilities can be equipped with adapted devices that make 
computers accessible to users with a variety of physical 
disabilities. For more information call our Disability and 
Computing Services staff at 626-0365 (voice/TTY). 

File Transfers and Conversions 
All the microcomputer facilities have Macintosh and IBM 
microcomputers connected directly to the campus network 
and the Internet. Generally you can use a Macintosh or an 
IBM-compatible for your connection. 

Although you can use most microcomputer facilities to 
transfer IBM/MS-DOS documents from one size disk to 
another, each facility has different combinations of floppy 
disk drives. Contact the facility you plan to use to see 
exactly which combination of floppy drives they have. 

All the Macintoshes have Apple File Exchange or PC 
Exchange, which lets you transfer some kinds of docu
ments between IBM and Macs. Contact the facility you 
plan to use for more specific transfer information. 

Scanners 
Since each facility listed below has only one scanner, the 
time limit is based on demand. Caution: scanned images 
can take up a lot of disk space; complex images frequently 
are larger than the space available on a high density 
(1.44MB) disk. 

D Apple 300 dpi flatbed scanner 
• 5 locations - 305 McNeal, 455 Blegen Hall, 250 
Anderson Hall, 26 Lind Hall, 121 Elliott Hall- have 
Macs that are connected to Apple's scanner. You can 
use OmniPage to capture pictures and text in all the 
facilities except Blegen. 

D IBM 300 dpi flatbed IBM scanner 
• 26 Lind has this scanner available for use with 
OmniPage. 

D Mirror 600 dpi color flatbed scanner 
• 305 McNeal has this scanner set up to use with 
Adobe PhotoShop. 

D Mirror 800 dpi color flatbed scanner 
• 17 COB has this scanner set up to use with Macs. 
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Plotter and Color Output 
There is an extra charge to use these output devices. You 
can use the printer card to pay the fees. 

0 HP DeskJet 1200C: $1/page 
• 305 McNeal Hall has this PostScript inkjet printer 
connected to a Macintosh network. 

0 Calcomp Drawing Master Plus Electrostatic Plotter: 
$3/linear foot • 305 McNeal Hall has this plotter 
connected to IBM PCs. 

'Y Private Computer Facilities 
Some departments and dormitories have set up private 
computer facilities. The access policies for these facilities 
are determined by whoever provides funding for them. 

'Y IT Computer Facilities 
The Institute of Technology (IT) currently provides the IT 
Computer Facilities listed below for its undergraduate and 
graduate students' education. Each IT Computer Facility 
has the necessary software to support the IT instructional 
mission, and software used in previous quarters in usually 
available. More detailed information than that given below 
is available in the Institute of Technology Computer Facilities 
brochure, available at all IT Computer Facilities and all 
Microcomputer HelpLines. 

EE/CS 3-170 
EE/CS 4-204 
ME 308 
Physics 130 

Some students who use some equipment in the IT Com
puter Facilities are assessed a fee. 

IT Fees 
For the students listed below, the fee for using the IT 
Computer Facilities is included in their tuition: 
• IT upper division students 
• IT graduate students (except those who have passed the 

Ph.D. Preliminary Oral Exams) 
• CLA (College ofLiberal Arts) upper division students 

majoring in: Astronomy, Chemistry, Computer Science, 
Geology, Mathematics, and Physics. 

Other students who want a UNIX account or whose 
courses require them to have one, must also pay a fee. 
These students will be billed through STARS (Student 
Accounts Receivable System). To sign up to open a UNIX 
account these students fill out an IT labs form that is on 
Internet Gopher. (The "sign up" procedures have 
changed since the IT Computer Facilities brochure was 
printed.) 

Other students who take an IT course that requires using 
only a Mac or IBM PC may use the microcomputers in the 
IT Computer Facilities without paying a separate fee. 

To use any of the printing devices, account holders must 
pay a separate fee. The options are the same for all Com
puter Facilities; payment details are in the previous section 
called Printing is Not Free . 

Creating IT Accounts 
To create their IT account, students use the form that is on 
Internet Gopher. You access this IT labs form through the 
Phone Books/Validation section of Gopher. Currently the 
IT form is visible and accessible only to students, not staff. 

Disability Be Computing Services 

c:::::::_ C -- Computer J ---?,) equipment 
~ _ /.. can be 

\ 

:) equipped with 
standard and 

adapted devices that 
~ make them accessible to 

people with a variety of 
disabili- ties. For more information 
about our lending pool of equipment, 

training, or others issues, call our 
Disability and Computing Services 
staff at 626-0365 (voice/TTY). 

Students and staff who want to learn 
more about our Disability and 
Computing Development Project or 
use its services, contact Curtis Griese!, 
the project's coordinator, at 626-0365 
(voice/TTY). You'll also find infor-

mation available on Internet Gopher; 
to find it follow this path: 

University of Minnesota Campus 
Information \Department and 
College Information\Disability 
Information 
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Floppy POPmail 
Using POPmai/11 for E-mail on a Floppy Disk 

You'd like to use POPmail to read and send E
mail messages but ... 

tl' your only access to a Macintosh is using 
the Computer Facilities 

tl' you own or have access to a Mac but have no 
connection to the campus network 

This article describes how to use POPmail II on a floppy 
disk to fetch, read, compose, and send E-mail messages. 
Something many students want to do. 

Although you must have a network connection to fetch 
and send E-mail messages, you can read and compose E
mail messages off-line (without a campus network connec
tion). This means you can use some ofPOPmail's capabili
ties even if you do not have a modem connected to your 
Mac. In fact, to conserve network resources we encourage 
everyone who does not have a direct Ethernet connection 
to read and compose E-mail messages off-line. This means 
all SLIP users. 

T Create a POPmail Floppy Disk 
To create a POPmail floppy disk, copy POPmail II 2.1 (or 
later) and the POPmail Settings file onto a floppy disk, as 
shown in Figure 1. 

In order for POPmail to work correctly on a floppy disk, it 
must be set up properly. You don't want to fetch your 
mail and have it land on the hard disk in a Computer 
Facility for everyone to read. The best way to begin is to 
copy POPmail from a disk image on the Mac Information 
Server. We suggest that you use a high density (1.44MB 
HD) disk whenever possible; it gives you one megabyte of 
space you can use to save messages. A double density 
(BOOK DD) disk only gives you 400K of space. 

These are several ways to get the software. Take a floppy 
disk to 
0 any Microcomputer HelpLine 
0 students can also go to a Computer Facility 

Then, access the Mac Information Server in the 
MicroCenter AppleTalk rone, and follow this path: 

information\Communications\Network 
Software\POPmail II\POPmail II 2.1 
folder\POPmail for Floppies Only 

T Start POPmall II 
Each time you start POPmail, double-click on the 
POPmail II icon on your floppy disk. Do not start 
POPmail with the POPmail Settings file. 

Set up POPmail 
From the Setup menu choose Set Username & Server. Fill 
in the three fields listed below and as indicated in the 
dialog box shown in Figure 2. 
• Your full name: for example Maxwell D. Smart 
• Mail username: for example agent99 
• Mail server name: is your mail server gold or maroon? 

change from gold.tc.umn.edu if appropriate. 

Password Security 
To ensure the security of your account, do not save your 
password. Instead, enter your password when POPmail 
prompts you. This procedure ensures that if you misplace 
your disk or someone else tries to use it, they cannot get 
into your account. 

Figure 1: POPmail on a Floppy Disk 

ilO Floppy POPmoil II E!l~ 
6 it•ms 36BK in disk 1 MB ~v~il~bl• 

tt ~ LJ 
POPm~i1112.1 POPm~il S•ttings Incoming MHng•s 

¢1 

LJ LJ LJ 
Enclosuns Outgoing M•sngu Archiv.d M•su~s 

1¢ 

Figure 2: Set up POPmail 

POPmoil Configuration 

Your full nome: IMoHwell D. Smart 

Mail username: lagent99 
F========1~~----~ 

Password: D Saue password 
Reply-To address: j======::L--==---=--....::....:~ 

Mall seruer name: lgold.tc.umn.edu 
~--------------------~ 

Mall seruer's PDP protocol: 
0 POP2 seruer running at port 109 
® POP3 seruer running at port 11 0 
0 I MRP2 seruer running ot port 143 

Cancel 

I OK J 

~ 

~ 
12:1 
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Figure 3: An Example of Three "Groups" POPmail needs your password for 
sending or fetching mail. If you have 
not entered it, POPmail automatically 
prompts you the first time you 
attempt to post or fetch a message. 

A group is a list of names ending with a blank line. 

Delgado dmaravel@pucp.edu.pe 

Wanda wfish@bcfreenet.neflin.lib.fl.us 
Additional Setup Menu Choices 
Many people will also want to custom
ize four other items in the Setup 
menu. 

book_club barneyf@aol.com grace@music.stjohns.edu 
asmyth@anvil.hamline.edu bear059@maroon.tc.umn.edu 

A. Select Edit Signature to enter your signature; below is 
an example of a polite signature - one that includes 
the sender's name and E-mail address as well as 
institutional affiliation. 

Maxwell Smart, agent99@gold.tc.umn.edu 
University of Minnesota, Encryption Studies 

B. Select Options. You may want to check Save a copy 
when I post a message to keep a record of messages you 
send. You may also want to select Append signature 
whenever I post a message. 

C. Select Edit Groupsto enter a list of the E-mail ad
dresses of people and groups to whom you frequently 
send E-mail, for example your friend Delgado in Peru, 
your cousin Wanda Fish, and your book club, as 
shown in Figure 3. 

T Starting POPmall 
Each time you start POPmail II in a Computer Facility, 
double-click on the POPmail icon on your floppy disk. 
(POPmail II always looks first for a settings file in whatever 
location POPmail is stored; in this case on the floppy disk.) 

Fetch your mail 
Use any Macintosh in any Computer Facility; all computers 
are connected to the campus network. Click once on the 
Fetch button to fetch your mail. 
• All fetched messages are automatically saved inside the 

Incoming Messages folder on your floppy disk. 
• Any enclosures received are saved inside the Enclosures 

folder. 

Read and Compose Messages 
You do not need to be connected to the Internet to read 
or compose E-mail messages; your ability to compose 
messages "off-line" is limited only by disk space. You can 
also compose replies and "forwards" off-line. 

To start POPmail, double-click on the POPmail II icon 
located on your floppy disk. 
• To read messages click on the subject line in the Message 

Browser window. 
• To compose a new E-mail message, click the New 

button and fill in the information for the recipient, 
subject line, and message "fields." 

• To send an enclosure, copy the file to your floppy disk. 
• Compose as many messages as you want. POPmail saves 

all your messages until you can post them. If the New 
button is not visible, you can press 00- (ill or select 
Open Sender from the File menu. 

Send Messages 
Start POPmail from your floppy disk. When POPmail II 
starts, it automatically opens every Sender Window it finds. 
Each Sender Window contains one of the E-mail messages 
you have composed but have not posted. 

• To send all the messages, choose Post All Open Senders 
from the Windows menu. 

• To send several but not all messages, close the windows 
of the messages you're not ready to send. Then from 
the Windows menu choose Post All Open Senders. 

• To send one message at a time, click the Post button 
provided on each sender window. 

T Quit POPmail 
Don't forget! Always quit the POPmail application before 
you eject your disk. 

T Troubleshooting 
If You Lose Your Floppy 
If you lose your floppy disk, other people can read your 
messages. No password is needed to read messages 
downloaded to a floppy disk. 
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My Disk Is Full! 
Eventually, if you want to keep an electronic record of your 
correspondence, your disk will fill up. The easiest thing to 
do is make an archive copy (a duplicate) of the disk, 
POPmail and all. 

If you have access to a Macintosh, make an archive copy to 
its hard drive. Then you can delete all files inside the 
folders on the original floppy disk and start over. If you 
delete the folders instead, you will need to set them up 
one-by-one using the Setup menu commands. 

'Y Advanced Stuff 
For more information on using POPmail, refer to the 
POPmail II Quick Reference Guide. Pick up a copy at any 
Microcomputer HelpLine or refer to the guides: Basic Stuff 
and Advanced Stuff available on the Mac Information 
Server. To find the guides following this path: 

information\Communications\N etwork 
\POPmail II\POPmail II 2.1 folder 

'Y What about Minuet? 
What about those of us who use Minuet with IBM/ 
compatibles? We hear you! We are working on a reliable 
way for Minuet users to use floppy disks for E-mail in the 
Computer Facilities. 

Mac Floppy Disk Etiquette 
To get the machine to eject your disk, drag the disk's 
icon to the Trash. As a rule, avoid the Eject com
mand; it can cause trouble for others who use the 
equipment. (When you use the Special menu's Eject 
command, a ghostly image of your disk remains on the 
screen, alterting you to the fact that the system has 
not "forgotten" about your disk. This "memory" 
feature creates problems if it causes the Mac to 
demand that the machine's current user insert a disk 
that a previous user inserted into the machine.) With 
System 7 you can even use the File menu's Put Away 
command, that is OO{Y). Naturally, the disk's icon 
must be selected first or the command won't know 
what you are referring to. 

Internet Gopher: Open All Hours 

All University students, faculty, and staff who 
have electronic mail (E-mail) access also 
have access to the Internet, a worldwide 

' computer network. The information 
J \ available via the Internet is extensive and is 

growing very fast - thanks to easy to use 
software such as Internet Gopher. 

'Y A Minnesota Product 
There are two types of Computer Gophers: 
1. Gopher servers that store information and 
2. Gopher clients that are used to access the information 

stored on servers 

A little over three years ago we developed Internet Gopher 
and made it freely available to anyone. At that time all of 
Gopherspace resided on three computers. Now there are 
over 7000 Gopher servers and Gopher client software runs 
on many systems, such as DOS, Macintosh, UNIX, 
NeXTstep, Windows, Xwindows, VM/CMS, VMS, and 
OS/2 2.0. 

Since so many Gopher client programs are available, people 
can put information on Gopher servers and have it available 
to many types of computer users. That's one reason the 
amount of information available in the University of 
Minnesota Campus Information section of Gopher has 
grown; and we've seen similar growth at other educational 
institutions. The amount of on-line information available 
from local and federal governments is also growing rapidly. 
The "Mother" gopher at the University of Minnesota gets 
over a 100 requests a month from people around the world 
who want to register their Gopher server with us. 

'Y Become a Gopher Client 
Gopher users can browse, search, and read information 
that was formerly available only in manuals or reports. The 
Gopher client software also enables you to obtain informa
tion from phone books, libraries, Archie servers, W AIS 
(Wide Area Information Service) servers, and FTP (File 
Transfer Protocol) servers without leaving the familiar 
Gopher user interface. With the right setup you can also 
acquire programs and pictures for your personal or profes
sional use. 
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Large collections of information can be stored on many 
machines yet appear to "clients" as one unit. Gopher 
server administrators can even traverse institutional bound
aries and link servers together based on content or any 
useful criteria. The Gopher system allows clients to access 
information without worrying about where it is or on what 
machine it physically resides. This frees people from 
having to memorize and type many complex names. 

At the University we distribute and support microcom
puter Gopher client software for people who have 
Macintosh and IBM-compatible computers. The packag
ing differs for those who have direct (hardwired) connec
tions and those who have high speed modems. 

Gopher client software is also available on the maroon and 
gold systems; when you access Gopher through the Mail 
Shell you're using the UNIX Gopher client. To use it you 
can use your keyboard's arrow r±I!J keys and type simple 
keyboard commands, such as m for help or@) for quit. 

If you select Gopher from the pubinfo.ais.umn.edu 
(LUMINA) menu, you'll find that you're using the CMS 
Gopher client. If your keyboard does not have the PF keys 
called for by this client, try holding down [Esc! key before 
typing a numbered selection, such as OJ for help and@ 
for forward. 

T Open All Hours 
As long as the Gopher server you're trying to access is 
turned on, you should be able to access the information 
stored on it. This gives you 24-hours-a-day access to a lot 
of information. If your request to access that computer is 
turned down, the machine could be experiencing technical 
difficulties or be overwhelmed with requests. We suggest 
you wait a little while and try to access it again. 

T Finding Information 
There are many different entry points into Gopherspace. 
Anyone, anywhere with Gopher client software (and, of 
course, an Internet connection) can access information 
stored on any "public" Gopher server. You could reach 
that Gopher server much as you would find an entry in a 
book- you check the table of contents or index of the 
book you picked up and look for logical names or group
ings. 

Gopher has three basic types of items: text, search engines, 
and directories. Search engines help you locate items 
containing specific words. Text items contain data and are 

organized in a treelike structure that you navigate via 
directories. Typically, Gopher server administrators group 
items into directories, much like you would group similar 
items in a file folder. In the UNIX version of the Gopher 
client software, shown in Figures 1 and 2, if an entry ends 
in the symbol\, it is a directory. Search items end in<?>. 

When using Gopher, you typically begin at the first, or 
home, level of your local Gopher server. Figure 1 shows 
the University's home level of its Gopher server. Figure 2 
shows the home level of the Minnesota E-Democracy 
Gopher server. 

Too Big To Display on Screen 
Some of the information in Gopherspace is stored in very 
large chunks. If you're using a microcomputer to view the 
results of your searches, you may have to save the informa
tion to disk before you can view everything on your screen. 
The software will forewarn you if this is necessary. 

T Veronica 
Gopher servers are rapidly proliferating around the world. 
Although more information is becoming available in 
Gopherspace, it's difficult to locate specific information by 
merely browsing and searching. To help navigate through 
the thousands of Gopher servers on the Internet, another 
service was developed by the University of Nevada: 
veronica. 

Veronica is software that helps you harvest information 
from Gopher servers. Various Internet sites run veronica 
and store the resulting millions of entries (indexes) for 
others to use. A veronica "harvest" is available at the 
University of Minnesota. This service is funded by 
MINITEX and gives preferential service to folks with 
Internet addresses within the state of Minnesota. To access 
the MINITEX veronica follow this Gopher path 

Libraries 
MINITEX Veronica service 

You can use veronica to compose simple and complex 
searches. For more detailed information 
• read the Find it Faster article in our August newsletter or 
• read How to compose veronica queries- you'll find the 

document by following this Gopher path: Other Gopher 
and Information Servers/Search titles in Gopherspace 
using veronica 
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Figure 1: "Home" Level of the University's Gopher Server 

Home Gopher server: gopher.tc.umn.edu 

1. Information About Gopher\ 
2. Computer Information\ 
3. Discussion Groups\ 
4. Fun & Games\ 
5. Internet file server (ftp) sites\ 
6. Libraries\ 
7. News\ 
8. Other Gopher and Information Servers\ 
9. Phone Books\ 
10 Search Gopher Titles at the University of Minnesota <?> 
11 Search lots of places at the University of Minnesota <?> 
10. University of Minnesota Campus Information\ 

Figure 2: "Home" Level of the Minnesota E-Democracy Gopher Server 

Minnesota E-Democracy (Election and Campaign Information) 

1. 
2. 

Text of: Minnesota E-Democracy Project 
Twin Cities Free-Net/ 

3. Project Description/ 
4. Volunteer Information/ 
5. 
6. 
7. 

General Election and Voter Information/ 
Campaign Position Papers by Subject/ 
Campaign Releases by Candidate/ 

8. Search Text/ 
9. Minnesota Politics and Public Policy E-Mail Forum/ 
10. Links to Other Election Servers and Related Information/ 

'Y Gopher Jewels 
Even with the help of veronica, finding useful or critical 
information can seem like a time consuming task. Gopher 
Jewels, a "best oP' listing of Gopher sites by category, 
makes that task easier. To use the geographic route to find 
this treasure trove, follow this path from the University's 
home Gopher server: 

Other Gopher and Information Resources\North 
America\ USA \California\ University of Southern 
California - USCgopher\Other Gophers and 
Information Resources\Gopher Jewels 

You can also point your Gopher client software to 
cwis.usc.edu port=70 
Other Gophers and Information Resources 
Gopher Jewels 

Although the "pointing" commands differ from client to 
client, in each case you will need to type in the Gopher 
host's address; in this case cwis.usc.edu. Below are the 
instruction for doing this from TurboGopher, Minuet, and 
the Mail Shell (UNIX). 
• In TurboGopher on a Mac, select Another Gopher from 

the File menu. 
• In Gopher/Minuet hold down the [Shift) key before 

selecting New Gopher 
• In the UNIX client, use the o (open) command. 

'Y Obtaining the Gopher Software 
Members of the University of Minnesota community can 
get TurboGopher clients for Macs and Gopher/Minuet 
clients for IBM-compatibles by bringing disks to any 
Microcomputer HelpLine. How many disks you need 
depends on the storage capacity of the disks and your 
computer setup. 
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You can also get Gopher software by anonymous FTP to 
boombox.micro.umn.edu. Look in the directory /pub/ 
gopher. Make sure you download in binary format. You 
can even download Gopher software through Gopher. 
Look under Gopher Software Distribution in the Informa
tion About Gopher section. 

Want to publish your 
information in Gopher? 

T More Gopher Information 
To obtain more information about Internet Gopher, you 
can read Frequently Asked Q}lestions about Gopher in the 
Information About Gopher section of the University's own 
Home Gopher Server. You will also find many articles 
about Gopher in past issues of this newsletter, which is 
available on Gopher in the Computer Information section. 

The Software Services division of Central Computing 
Services offers a low-cost "Gopher Hotel" service 
which makes this process simple and convenient for 
you. For more information on services and rates, call 

625-2303 

Rent-a-Mac Classroom 

Need training or 
demo space for 
Macintosh 
projects? This 
Fall Distributed 
Computing 

Services is making our teaching lab in 
18 Biological Sciences available to 
departments for a fee. 

The Equipment 
This facility is set up with worktables, 
chairs, and 12 PowerMac 7100s with 
14-inch color monitors and CD
ROM drives. In this teaching lab the 
instructor's Mac is connected to a 
projection device. Each Mac is 
directly connected to the University's 
network, so E-mail, Internet Gopher 
and other network services are 
accessible. 

A Service for University Departments 

Since these machines come only with 
basic Apple software, you may need to 
arrange to have other software 
installed. 

Fees 
You can rent this room for hands-on 
sessions or just for presentations. The 
fee structure is listed below. These 
fees cover use of the projection 
facilities. 

Per Quarter 
• $500 per quarter: this fee enables 

you to use the room for up to 6 
hours a week for an entire quar
ter. If you want to install special 
software, we need two weeks 
notice to accommodate your 
customized setup. 

Per Hour 
If you want to install special software, 
we need two days notice to accommo
date your customized setup. The fee 
to setup the software is $25/hour. 

• $50 per hour for hands-on use of 
the 12 PowerMacs 

• $25 per hour for presentations 
only; this does not include use of 
the 12 machines. 

To inquire about using this facility, 
call the Distributed Computing 
Services office in Shepherd Labs at 
625-1300. 
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Engineering Services: 625·1595 
Donald Clark, Engineering Services 

Engineering Services (ES) is the computer 
maintenance department of Computer and 
Information Services (CIS). ES has been 
providing PC, micro, and workstation mainte
nance and upgrade services to the university 
community since 1971. Services include 
warranty service, contract service, time and 
materials service, and the sale, installation, and 
support of upgrade and products. 

T Highlights 
ES provides service only to University departments, faculty, 
staff, and students. Our goals are to provide good service 
at low rates. We serve the interests of you and the univer
sity, not those of vendors. With our fleet of service 
vehicles, we service East Bank, West Bank, and St. Paul 
campus locations. We can coordinate your service needs 
with the Book Center and other CIS support departments. 
We try hard to satisfy all customers through professional, 
user friendly, courteous service, and continuous improve
ment in the quality of everything that we do. 

T Where Are We? 
We would like to be located in the heart of the campus, 
but our off campus location at the Lauderdale Computer 
Facility may be even better. It is easy to get to by car, and 
there is abundant and convenient free parking. Parking 
stalls reserved for Carry-In customers are right at our entry 
door, on the highway 280 side of the facility. 

The map accompanying this article includes more detailed 
information to help you reach us. 

T Upgrade Sales and Installation 
ES sells, installs, and supports high quality, competitive 
upgrade products. Current product lists includes Mac 
CPU and printer upgrades, SCSI hard disks for Macs, high 
performance SCSI hard disks with five year warranty for 
UNIX/workstations, and memory upgrades for just about 
everything. 

T Warranty Service 
ES is an "authorized" warranty service center for most 
products manufactured by Apple, IBM, NeXT, Hewlett
Packard, and ZEOS. We work as a team with the Micro-

computer HelpLine and the Computer Store to provide 
service beginning the day your equipment is picked up. 

If you are not sure your problem is with the hardware, 
operating system, application, network, or setup, your first 
call should be to the Microcomputer HelpLine. If a 
hardware problem is suspected, call Engineering Services at 
625-1595. 

ES provides warranty service under the terms of each 
manufacturer's warranty. The warranty period for most 
products is one year (up to 3 years for a few products) 
from the date of purchase. Being "authorized" means that 
manufacturers pay for replacement parts and labor reim
bursement allowances as long as we comply with their 
warranty claims processing conditions. 

Proof of Purchase 
In all cases, manufacturers require proof of purchase 
documentation. Proof must show model, serial number, 
and date of purchase. The copy of the Book Center Order 
Form you received when the unit was picked up is the 
purchase documentation most widely accepted by manu
facturers. Copies of shipping documents that show serial 
numbers and ship dates are also generally accepted. 
Internal CUFS documents and/or purchase orders are not 
acceptable to manufacturers. 

On-Site Work 
Some products are covered by on-site warranty. For 
products not covered by on-site warranty, ES will upgrade 
service calls to departments to on-site service at a charge of 
$25. Departments with on-site service contracts receive 
this service free. 

T Post Warranty Services 
Contract service or Time and Materials service? The choice 
is yours. 

The choice between contract service and T&M service 
involves many factors such as cost, risk, response, and 
convenience. Over the life of microcomputer products, 
maintenance costs will typically range from about 20-50% 
or more of the purchase price of the product depending on 
many factors. A service contract is an insurance policy. 
You know exactly what it will cost, a year in advance, at a 
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guaranteed price, with a single payment. Our goal is to 
provide high quality service to both contract and T&M 
customers, but during peak periods, contract customers are 
guaranteed priority. 

The current trend is toward lower contract prices. New 
model computers are cheaper and more reliable. And the 
high campus density of popular products from Apple, 
Hewlett-Packard, and IBM allows service costs to be 
amortized over a large base. Our service is best on high 
density products. Users will see very attractive contract 
prices on many products sold during the past year. 

The cost of Time and Materials service is not decreasing. 
Labor rates are determined by factors subject to inflation, 
such as salary and benefits. And the cost of repairing or 
replacing many of the complex, high density components is 
decreasing only slowly if at all. 

Extend Your Protection with Contract Service 
Our service contracts normally cover a one year period, but 
we will prorate this through the end of a fiScal year, the 
end of a grant, or the end of the term of a contract already 
in effect. Equipment must be in good operating condition 
to be placed under contract. To avoid a gap in protection, 
you should notify ES before your warranty ends. 

Levell (departments only) 
On-Site Service with loaner equipment 
ES responds to your service calls within an average of four 
working hours. If we are unable to restore your equipment 
to operation within a reasonable period of time, we will 
provide you with a unit to use while your equipment is 
being repaired. The loaner unit will be functionally 
equivalent but may not be the exact model being replaced. 
This is our best level of service and is appropriate for users 
with time critical projects where extended downtime is not 
acceptable. 

Level II (departments only) 
On-Site Service, no loaner 
ES responds to your service calls within an average of four 
working hours. If we are unable to restore your equipment 
to operation within a reasonable period of time, we may 
remove it from your site for repair. Our goal is to have the 
Level II equipment returned to you within two working 
days. This service is appropriate for users with other 
equipment to use on a temporary basis, and for those who 
prefer the convenience of on-site service at lower cost. 

Carry-In Service (available to all) 
Bring your equipment to our shop for repair. Our goal is 
to have your equipment repaired and ready for pick up the 
next work day. This is our least expensive level of service. 
It is appropriate for products that are easy to transport, and 
for users who prefer lower cost over the convenience of on
site service. Carry-In contract customers have priority over 
other shop work. 

On-Site Full Service for Sun 
This is our service for Sun Microsystems workstations and 
servers and is equivalent to Level I (above)- except we 
provide loaner assemblies/part/CPU boards/etc. but not 
entire workstations. 

Varsity Service for Silicon Graphics Workstation 
Engineering Services teams with Distributed Computing 
Services to provide hardware maintenance under the terms 
of the Silicon Graphics Varsity program. Under Varsity 
service, our technicians determine the problem (with hot 
line contact with SGI tech support if necessary), order 
replacement parts, install them at your site, and return 
defective parts to Mountain View. 

Time and Materials Service 
Under Time and Materials service, you pay for actual labor 
hours and parts used. The current labor rate for PCs/ 
microcomputers is $42 per hour. Parts are billed at cost 
plus a markup to cover shipping, handling, and overhead. 

T Billing Procedures 
Departments are billed via CUFS/IV. Individuals pay by 
personal check, MasterCard, VISA, or Discover. 

T Price Lists On Gopher 
To find ES price lists on Gopher, follow this path from the 
Home Gopher Server: 

Computer Information 
Engineering Services 

Upgrade Products 
Service Contract Prices 
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CIS- Engineering Services 
T U.S. Mail 

2520 Broadway Drive 
Lauderdale, MN 55113 

Minneapolis 
Campus 

625-1595 

Broadway St. 

Dayton's Warehouse 

East Hennepin Ave. 

Lauderdale Building Layout 

Broadway St. 

Customer Parking 

Exit 22 

T Campus Mail 

CIS-Engr Serv 
100 Laud CF 

Lauderdale 
Computer 
Facility 

Larpenteur Ave. 

St. Paul 
Campus 

07/21/93-94 
University Service for University People 

Service Hours: 8:00 to 4:30, Mon-Fri, excluding holidays 
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St. Paul Computing Services 

• • ~-= 
From its convenient 
campus location, St. 
Paul Computing 
Services (SPCS) is an 

academic computing center running 
an IBM 9121 central system. As an 
academic computing center, it 
supports the computing needs of 
faculty, staff, and students in all 
scholarly disciplines and geographic 
locations. In addition, this computer 
serves as a host system for the Carlson 
School of Management ( CSOM). 

T Accounts 
To obtain an account on this IBM 
central system, complete an Applica
tion for Central Systems Computing 
Services form. Forms are available in 
50 Coffey Hall or in the Computing 
Information Centers ( 1 Nicholson 
Hall or 99 Coffey Hall). Researchers 
and graduate students may apply for 
computer grant accounts if they are 
unable to obtain funding for comput
ing elsewhere. Free accounts are 
available for classes and course 
development. 

T Help Desk: 624-6235 
The SPCS help desk in 99 Coffey Hall 
offers walk-in, phone, and E-mail 
consulting on central systems and SAS 
software. The help desk hours are 
listed on the "Help" page of this 
newsletter. You can E-mail inquiries 
to helpdesk@vml.spcs.umn.edu. 

T contract Services 
Application development, data 
analysis, and other computer-relat~d 
tasks are available on a fee for service 
basis; contact 624-0758. Some of the 
current types of services include: 
• Departmental accounting and 

other database systems. 
• Tape data retrieval. 

• Statistical analysis. 
• Custom client/server systems. 

T Llstserv Groups 
St. Paul Computing Services also 
provides LISTSERV creation and 
management facilities. Contact our 
help desk (624-6235) for further 
information. The LISTSERV may 
reside on the IBM central system but 
your management may be done from 
any of the University central systems. 

T Facility Management 
We provide computer systems man
agement services for University 
departments. Such services include 
offering logical partitions of the IBM 
central system and running minicom
puters for special projects. Co_ntact 
Technical Support for further mfor
mation: 624-1239 or 624-7788. 

T Training 
In conjunction with other Computing 
and Information Services units, St. 
Paul Computing Services offers 
courses. Our courses on the IBM 
operating system and SAS are adver
tised in the Computer and Informa
tion Services Newsletter Short Course 
Bulletin at the beginning of each 
quarter. For a current schedule call 
624-7788. To register for the courses 
call 625-1300 or visit 190 Shepherd 
Labs. 

SAS Training 
We have many computer-based 
training packages for SAS. For details 
see the Brief SAS/Tutor on VM/CMS 
or call our help desk for information 
about accessing these units, which 
include these packages from the SAS/ 
Tutor series: 

• Fundamentals of the SAS System 
• Reading Raw Data and Formatting 

Values with the Data Step 
• Creating, Modifying, and Process

ing Variables with the Data Step 
• Creating and Enhancing SAS/ 

Graph Output 

Video tapes for SAS training are also 
available. You can view these tapes at 
the 99 Coffey Hall training room (call 
625-1300 to reserve a time). Avail
able tapes include those listed below. 

Basics 
• SAS Basics (Version 6) 
• SAS Basics: Advanced Topics 
• Fundamentals of the SAS System 
Getting Started with ... 
• the SAS/ ASSIST 
• the REPORT Procedure 
• SAS/CALC Spreadsheet Applica

tions 
Graphics 
• Producing Effective Graphics with 

SAS/GRAPH Software 
• Enhancing Your SAS/GRAPH 

Output 
Building Screen Control Language 
Applications ... 
• with SAS/FSP Software 
• with SAS/ AF Software 
And More 
• Moving to the SAS System under 

OS/2 and Windows 
• Using SAS Macro Variables 
• Using SQL in the SAS System 
• Enhancements to the SAS System 

(Release 6.06-6.07) 

T Software Licensing 
Contact 624-7788 for information 
about IBM central system or RISC 
6000 software. For more information 
about software site licenses, see the 
separate article in this issue of the 
newsletter. 
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Central Computing Services 

Central Computing 
Services ( CCS) provides 
several powerful shared 
computers and a variety of 

services in support of research, instruc
tion, and administration. For more 
detailed information on the services 
and computer systems described 
below, see our Gopher server. The 
path from the Home Gopher Server is 

Computer Information 
Central Computing Services 

Or, send E-mail to 

ccs@maroon.tc.umn.edu 

T Services 
We offer the services listed below. For 
more information on any of these 
services you can call our Help Line at 
626-8366. 

Automatic Backup Services for 
Micros and Workstations 
Our low-cost automated backup and 
restore service uses Ethernet or 
Loca!Talk connections to easily and 
safely back up the contents of your 
Macintosh, PC or workstation to an 
automated tape storage device. Your 
hard disk can be backed up weekly, bi
weekly, or daily, as you prefer, and 
your files retained up to 6 months. If 
you lose your data, we can restore it to 
you quickly and easily, usually within 
minutes. For more information, call 
626-1661. 

Central Printing 
We operate a high speed, high quality, 
PostScript printer with an extensive 
range of capabilities, which is acces
sible to networked Macs, PCs or 
workstations. For more information, 
call 626-1661. 

E-mail & Internet Access 
We manage and administer all theE
mail accounts and servers that support 
the campus-wide E-mail project. This 
project provides a free E-mail account 
and Internet access to all students and 
staff at the University of Minnesota. 

For general information about getting 
started with E-mail, call the E-mail 
Help Line at 626-7676. For informa
tion about obtaining an organizational 
E-mail account for your department 
or group, call the CCS Help Line at 
626-8366. 

Gopher Hotel 
One of our most popular new services, 
our low-cost Gopher Hotel service 
makes publishing information elec
tronically on the Internet easy and 
convenient. For more information, 
call 625-2303. 

Instructional Computing 
Instructors can make arrangements to 
use some computer facilities during 
their classes. If you are teaching 
academic courses that require students 
to use a central computer system, you 
can arrange for your students to have 
their own accounts. Call the CCS 
Help Line at 626-8366 for more 
information. 

MinnesotaMEDLINE 
MinnesotaMEDLINE is a customized 
local version of the National Library 
of Medicine's medical literature 
database. Developed by our staff, 
MinnesotaMEDLINE's improved 
search and retrieval system provides 
the University with fast, cost-effective 
access to the most current medical 
information available. The database 
consists of citations to articles in more 
than 3600 health science and bio
medical journals in many languages 
published since 1980. 

To use MinnesotaMEDLINE you 
must have your own account on the 
NVE central system. For more 
information about obtaining an 
account, read the Obtaining Accounts 
and Grants section later in this article. 
Printed instructions on using 
MinnesotaMEDLINE are available in 
l Nicholson and 99 Coffey Hall. You 
can also request a copy by calling our 
CCS Help Line at 626-8366. 

Short Courses and Training 
The Training Resources section of this 
issue contains a list of typical classes 
that we offer for central system users. 

Site Licenses for DEC 
We participate in the DEC Educa
tional Initiative. For information 
about the DEC program, call 626-
1661. For additional software site 
license and volume discount informa
tion, see the Software Site Licenses 
article elsewhere in this newsletter. 

Software Services 
If you need custom programming or 
other specialized services, our staff of 
professional analysts and programmers 
can help. With years of experience in 
many areas of computing, they can 
design customized programs for either 
central systems or microcomputers. 
They can also install microcomputer 
software. For more information on 
services and rates, call 625-2303. 

System Management and Support 
If your department is considering 
installing its own central system or 
server, we can help you select, install, 
and maintain your system, and provide 
customized training so you can learn 
about system management quickly. In 
addition, we manage systems for 
departments, install software packages, 
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and customize operating systems. For information, call 
626-8366. 

T Central Systems 

EPX,NVE,UZ,VM1.,VX,VZ 
We offer four central systems: CDC's EP /IX (UNIX) and 
NOSjVE as well as DEC's VMS and Ultrix. St. Paul 
Computing Services offers IBM's VM1/CMS. All five 
systems are accessible from all campus Computer Facilities, 
through the University network, or by phone and modem 
within or outside of the University. 

Access a Variety of Software 
We offer many of the software packages commonly used 
for research and instruction in statistical analysis, math
ematics, engineering, database management, and other 
areas. We also offer MinnesotaMEDLINE, a bibliographic 
database for medical research. 

For a list of software available on our central systems, see 
our Software Brief, available free in 1 Nicholson and 99 
Coffey, and available on-line via Gopher. The path is: 
Home Gopher Server/ Computer Information/ Central 
Computing Services. 

Obtaining Accounts and Grants 
You must open an account with your own username and 
password on the central system you wish to use. University 
faculty, staff, and graduate students can apply for research 
accounts and computing grants to use any of our systems. 

To open an account, complete an Application for Central 
Systems Computing Services form and return it to us. 
University faculty, staff, and graduate students who use the 
central systems for research should seek funding to pay for 
their central system computing. However, the University 
provides grants of computing time for research projects 
that do not have external funding. Through the grants 
program, you pay $75 for each $1,000 of computing time 
used. You can indicate your need for a grant on the 
account application form. After we've received your 
application with billing information and/or required fees, 
you'll receive your account username and password from us 
within a few days. 

More information about accounts and grants and a copy of 
the application form is available on-line via Gopher. The 
path is: Home Gopher Server/Computer Information/ 

Central Computing Services. You can also obtain forms or 
more information by calling 626-8366 or by stopping in 
1 Nicholson Hall or 99 Coffey Hall. 

Accessing the Systems 
Once you have your username and password, you can 
begin using your account. Your account is accessible from 
any of the networked terminals and microcomputers in our 
campus Computer Facilities. For information about 
locations and availability, see the Computer Facilities 
section elsewhere in this issue. 

You can also dial in with a phone and modem, using the 
phone numbers listed in the back Help page of this issue. 
If you don't have communications software, we have site 
licenses for software that runs on Macintosh or IBM/MS
DOS microcomputers. To obtain a copy, bring a format
ted floppy disk to any Microcomputer HelpLine. 

Help: 626-8366 
Our main CCS Help Line is 626-8366. Call this number if 
you have questions about selecting a central system, 
opening an account, or if you need help with software 
packages on the systems. When calling the Help Line, 
please have all relevant error messages, file names, and 
other information available to assist us in analyzing the 
problem. 

You can also send your questions by E-mail to username 
CONSULT on any of our Central Systems, for example: 
consult@epx.cis.umn.edu. 

T Printed and On-line Documentation 
We provide free printed handouts that help you use our 
central systems and that describe our systems, software, and 
services more fully. These handouts, called CIS Briefs, are 
distributed through the Computing and Information 
Centers in 1 Nicholson Hall and 99 Coffey Hall. On-line 
versions of briefs and other documentation is available 
through Gopher. The path is: Home Gopher Server/ 
Computer Information/ Central Computing Services. 

We also sell low-cost (under $10) manuals, such as the 
Introductions to UNIX and VMS Computing and the 
MinnesotaMEDLINE manual, through the University 
Bookstores. If you use these central systems, we strongly 
recommend that you purchase and read these manuals. 
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Services for Users of 
Microcomputers and Workstations 

T Micro Helpline 626-4276 
We've been providing computer 

consulting for University employees 
and students since 1980. If you 
have questions about using 
microcomputers or the network, 
we can provide free assistance. 
The microcomputer phone-in 
HelpLine is 626-4276. Check 
the Help information on the 

inside back cover of our newsletter for times and the 
locations of our walk-in Microcomputer HelpLines. 

We also offer software training. For more information, see 
Training Resources elsewhere in this newsletter. 

T Self-Service Information Servers 
We have set up self-service information (file) servers that 
have lots of public domain and shareware software for 
Macintosh and IBM-compatible microcomputers. To 
learn more about these, read the IBM and Mac Informa
tion Servers section elsewhere in this newsletter. 

T Computer Discount Program 
If you are thinking about purchasing a microcomputer, 
check into the Computer Discount Program, a joint 
venture between Distributed Computing Services and the 
Minnesota Book Center. The Microcomputer HelpLines 
provide before and after sales support for this program. 
The Minnesota Book Center orders and distributes 
computer equipment and products through their Com
puter Store in Williamson Hall. 

Individuals who want to participate in the discount pro
gram must meet one of these eligibility requirements 
• any student enrolled at the University of Minnesota for 

at least one credit and working toward a degree or 
certification from the University of Minnesota 

• any faculty member 
• any permanent staff member 

To prove eligibility, students must show a current paid fee 
statement and a University picture ID card, faculty and 
staff must show a current University ID card or a letter 
from their department. 

Individuals (whether faculty, staff, or students) may 
purchase one computer, a desktop or portable system, per 

manufacturer, in a one-year period. They may also pur
chase one printer per manufacturer in a one-year period. 
There is no quantity restriction on departmental purchases. 
Equipment purchased is for the individual's educational 
use and may not be resold for one year. Violation of the 
agreement is grounds for disciplinary action. 

Test Drive Equipment 
You can visit our Microcomputer HelpLine in 152 Shep
herd Labs to "test drive" most of the equipment sold 
through the Computer Discount Program. 

T Software Selection 
The Microcomputer HelpLine in 152 Shepherd Labs has a 
large library ofiBM/MS-DOS, Windows, and Macintosh 
software, as well as a few OS/2 and PowerMac products. 
You can test drive this software for a reasonable time but 

' you cannot take the software out of the HelpLine. When 
you test the software, you may have to navigate through 
the manual(s) on your own. We do not support or use all 
of the software that is in our library. 

In our software library we try to maintain a variety of 
popular and significant products so you can look at the 
software and manuals out of their shrink-wrap and try 
them out on our HelpLine equipment. However, we do 
not have the funds to buy and update all the software that 
a community as diverse as the University would like to have 
available. We also do not always update our software as 
new versions are released. For example, we receive demon
stration packages for which we have no update privileges. 
Nor do we update software that has been replaced by other 
products that offer a better value. 

Please note, although you can test drive software packages 
in the Microcomputer HelpLines, you cannot use the 
software to complete your projects. Our busy and ever 
changing HelpLines are not set up to be production 
facilities. Students may find the software they need to 
complete their projects in one of the Computer Facilities 
discussed elsewhere in this issue. 

We periodically publish a list of the software that is avail
able in our library in this newsletter. Our future plans 
include putting up-to-date information on Internet 
Gopher. 
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T Faculty Resource Center 
Faculty who are interested in creating instructional soft
ware can bring their project ideas to this resource center. 
Call our office at 625-1300 to make an appointment with a 
consultant. The center's staff provides limited free help to 
faculty, and faculty can check out some equipment. 

T Field Administrative Support 
Many departments are interested in setting up a Local Area 
Network so their computer users can more easily share 
information in its many forms. The barrier to doing this 
often goes beyond money. To set up and keep such a 
system running frequently requires advanced training in 
administering complex systems, such as Novell and UNIX. 

If your department needs help designing or maintaining 
such a system, a Field Administrator may be the answer. 
We offer this service to all departments. Currently we 
provide similar Field Administrative services to several 
departments. These services cover a range of departmental 
needs. Two examples are listed below. 

• 

• 

Planning and Training: we can help you make the best 
use of your computing resources budget from hard
ware and software selection to training your staff in the 
best uses of your purchases. 

Administrative and Technical Support: we will coordi
nate installing new software and new versions of 
software. When problems occur, we will help you 
determine the source and take the necessary steps to 
correct the problem. 

T Magazines, Journals, Bulletins, Etc. 
The Microcomputer HelpLine in 152 Shepherd Labs has 
various computer magazines, journals, catalogs, and other 
computer related publications. Although we don't main
tain a lending library, you can browse through or read 
these publications in room 152. Table 1lists the publica
tions we currently have in our HelpLine in 152 Shepherd 
Labs. 

Table 1: Magazines, Journals, and Bulletins 
Available in 152 Shepherd Labs 

T Hardware Specific • Inside Norton Desktop for Windows 
• Inside Paradox for Windows 

IBM and IBM-compatible • Inside Word for Windows 
• Byte • Windows 
• IBM Systems Journal • Windows Sources 
• OS/2 Magazine • Windows Tech Journals 
• OS/2 Professional • WordPerfect for Windows 
• PC Computing 
• PC Magazine Technical Journals 

• PC Novice • 1 2 3 User's Journal (tips for Lotus 1 2 3) 

• PC World • The DOS Authority 
• PC World: Lotus Edition • The Expert (tips for Excel) 

• Personal Systems • Inside DOS 
• Inside WordPerfect 

Windows 
• Exploring Windows NT Development 

• Inside Microsoft Access • OS/2 Developer 

• Inside Microsoft Windows • WindowsjDOS Developer's Journal 

News 
• PCWeek 

---------------------------------
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Macintosh Education 
• MacUser • Syllabus HEPC 
• MacWorld 

Technical Journals Graphics/Multimedia 
• Excellence (tips for Excel) • Aldus 
• Inside Word • AVVideo 
• The MacAuthority • Corel Magazine 

• Imaging 
News • New Media 
• MacWeek • Step-by-Step Graphics 

Misc. Networking 
Open Computing and Interoperable Solutions • Inside NetWare 
• DEC Professional • Inside the Internet 
• HP Professional • Internet World 

• Lan Computing 
• IAN: The Network Solutions Magazine 

'Y Multiplatform, By Topic • Net Age 
• NetWare Connection 

Business and Information Technology • NetWare Solutions 
• Beyond Computing • Network Administrator 
• CIO 
• Datamation News Magazines 

• Info Security News • Communications Week 
I • Information Week • ComputerUser 

• Software Magazine • ComputerWorld 
• Federal Computer Week 

Client/Server • InfoWorld 
• Advanced Systems • Lan Times 
• Client/Server Computing • Open Systems Today 
• Client/Server Journal • Service News 
• Client/Server Today 
• DBMS: Database and Client/Server Solutions Open Computing and Interoperable Solutions 
• Network Computing • Advanced Systems 

• Digital News and Review 
Desktop Publishing • Open Computing 
• National Association of Desktop Publishers Journal 
• The Page Technical Journals 
• Publish • ClarisWorks Journal 

• The Filemaker Report 
Development • Inside Filemaker Pro 
• Application Development Trends • Inside Hypercard 
• Dr. Dobb's Journal • Inside Microsoft Excel 
• FoxTalk (tips for Foxpro) • The Mathematica Journal 
• Microsoft Developer Network News 
• Morph's Outpost VARS and Integrators 
• Software Development • Reseller Management 

• Stacks: The Network Journal for VARS and Integrators 

I 
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IBM and Mac Information Servers 
Sources of Bargain Software 

We have set up file servers that have lots 
of public domain and shareware 

software for both the Macintosh and 
IBM and compatible microcomput

ers. Freeware is software that is 
distributed at no charge. Shareware is 

distributed under the condition that if you 
keep it, you send compensation to the author of the 
software. We also operate an anonymous FTP site. 

T Self-Service 
The Microcomputer HelpLine in 152 Shepherd Labs has 
some machines that are dedicated to accessing these 
information servers. These machines are set up for self
service. You can sit down at them and copy software onto 
your own disks. You cannot copy software from other 
machines in the Microcomputer HelpLines. 

Time Limit and Time Delays 
If others are waiting to use the machines, your time on 
them is limited to 15 minutes. 

Since the servers are connected to the University's net
work, many people can access them at one time. The 
University's network is big. To accommodate all users, we 
ask that you copy the software from the server and try it 
out on your own computer rather than run it from the server. 

T Caveat 
Public domain software is often inadequately tested and 
documented. If you decide to use public domain software, 
do so as an adventure. We do not test everything we make 
available through the information servers or guarantee that 
the applications work correctly or that their information is 
accurate. We only guarantee that the servers have been 
checked for viruses. 

T IBM Information Server 
This server contains many useful programs, utilities, virus 
protection software, patches, and upgrades for IBM/MS
DOS users. 

Software on the Server 
The software on the IBM Information Server is on the 

P: 

(public) directory and is organized into various 
subdirectories. Currently those directories are: 

adf 
app&util 
internet 
language 
modem 
net ware 
patches 
printers 
virus 
wordmark 

To get a quick look at the titles of all the files in all the 
subdirectories on P, just type 

index 

from the P:> prompt. This starts up a batch file that 
displays the directory tree. 

ZIPed Files 
Many of the programs are in the zip format, that is the 
PKZIP format that compresses one or more files into a 
single file. You can identify these files by their file name; it 
ends in 

.zip 

PKZIP includes PKUNZIP software. PKZIP is shareware 
that is copyrighted, and it is on our IBM Information 
Server. You will find PKUNZIP .EXE and its readme file at 
the "top" of the P directory. The readme.pub document 
has information about using PKUNZIP and where to find 
the complete PKZIP program. If you just use the software 
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to "upzip" files, you are not obligated to pay the PKZIP 
registration fee. Currently you will find the complete 
PKZIP package at this location 

p:/app&util/archive/pkzip 

For more information about PKZIP, look for its review in 
our April1992 newsletter and an update announcement 
in our March 1993 newsletter. 

Novell Network Access 
The IBM Information Server is running Novell's NetWare 
3.11. If you are also on a Novell network, you may be 
able to access the IBM Information Server. To determine 
if you have access, type 

slist 

Look for the server name 

micro_info 

If you see this server, you can log on as user guest and 
access all of the available software on the P: drive. 

FTP Access 
We also provide anonymous FTP access to the IBM 
Information Server. Connect to the machine named 

bingo2.micro.umn.edu 

Since most of the information, except the readme docu
ments, is in binary format, make sure you "get" (transfer) 
items in that mode rather than in text mode. 

T Mac Information Servers 
The Mac Information Server is actually two public-access 
file servers: 

Macintosh Information Server 
Mac Information CD-ROMs 

The servers contain public domain software- shareware 
and freeware as well as technical notes and other informa
tion of interest to Macintosh owners. 

Figure 1: Netiquette 
Don't Put a X by Any of the Mac Information Servers 

~ **Mac Information CO-ROMs 

Select the items you wnnt to use: 

Stacks 6.0 

Checked items ( 1:81) will be opened at 
system startup time. 

Cancel OK 

Network Access 

D 
v3.5 

These servers are connected to the campus-wide network 
and can be accessed from any Macintosh connected to the 
network using the user name "guest." To access these 
servers select AppleShare from the ti menu's Chooser. 
Then look in the AppleTalk Zone named MicroCenter for 
the information servers. 

The Macs in the Computer Facilities also have ready access 
to the Mac Information Servers. 

Netiquette 
Please close the Chooser when you're done using it; 
leaving it open generates unnecessary traffic on the net
work. 

The number of connections these servers can accommo
date simultaneously is limited. When the maximum 
number of Macs have selected the servers, no one else can 
select one until someone disconnects, for example by 
dragging the server's icon to the trash. It is especially 
impolite to set up your machine so it automatically tries to 
connect to one of the information servers whenever you 
turn your machine on; an option shown in Figure 1. 
We've found that some people mistakenly read the option 
as a requirement; so they put an X in the checkbox. To 
select a server you simply need to select its name and click 
on the OK button. 
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Software on the Server 
The server called information is a hard disk that contains 
various software, such as the latest free System Software 
and virus detection utilities. You'll find it under the 
heading Macintosh Information Server. 

The items under the heading Mac Information CD-ROMs 
are several CDs that contain over a gigabyte (a gigabyte 
equals one billion bytes) of information we purchased on 
CD-ROMs (compact disk, read only memory). 

'Y Anonymous FTP SITE 
We have set up a computer running under UNIX (an 
operating system) to be an FTP site. Those who are 
familiar with this file transfer method can use "anonymous 
FTP" to access 

boornbox.rnicro.urnn.edu 

and get the latest version of free software that we distrib
ute, such as POPmail, Minuet, and Gopher. Look in the 
appropriately named "/pub" directory. 

PostScript High-Speed Kodak Printer 
We Can Provide You With Special Macintosh Software 

Central Computing Services operate 
a high speed, high quality, PostScript 
printer called the Central printer 
with an extensive range of capabili-

ties, which is accessible to networked 
Macs, PCs or workstations. For ex

ample, PostScript files can be printed at 
up to 92 pages per minute at a resolution of 

300 dots-per-inch on both sides of a page. 

Software for Macintoshes 
We provide Macintosh software that enables you to use all 
the capabilities of our Central printer directly from your 
networked Macintosh. The software helps you select paper 
stocks from a number of colors, weights, and sizes, and 
enables you to instruct the printer to staple up to 50 sheets 
in any of six positions, insert covers and slip sheets, and 
separate and stack multiple sets. 

Getting Started: 626-1661 
Charges for printing on the Central printer will vary 
according to the number of pages you print and the types 
of paper you print on. Therefore you have to set up a 
printing account with Central Computing Services before 
you begin printing on the Central printer. 

To set up an account and get the new software installed on 
your Mac, send E-mail to 

pab@rnaroon.tc.urnn.edu 

or call 626-1661. One of our staff members will meet with 
you to discuss your printing needs, set up your account, 
and give you a free copy of the software for the Macintosh, 
along with a copy of the documentation you'll need to use 
the Central printer. 

Print Samples 
You can also request a print sample or pick one up at all 
our computer help lines. 
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Software Services , Individualized Service on a Billable Basis 

If you don't have time to take a software 
class or you cannot justify having a 

computer specialist on your payroll, the 
Software Services division of Central 
Computing Services can help you. We 
have a full-time staff specializing in 
various areas of computer applications, 

including statistical consulting, database design, data entry, 
and microcomputer setup. We offer individualized service 
on a billable basis, and we can help you get started with 
your project. 

T Statistical Services: 625-2303 
Our statistical consultants can provide you with technical 
guidance, statistical methodology, and implementation of 
your research project on central systems and microcomput
ers. They also know many database management packages 
at the University, and have assisted researchers and depart
ments with scores of projects as diverse as marketing 
surveys and medical research. Our statistical services 
include: 
• Organization of your research plan 
• Statistical advice 
• Data management from start to finish 
• Programming 

These services are offered on a billable basis, at $38 per 
hour. You can reach our Software Services staff at 625-
2303. 

T Software Services 
Software Services provides a wide variety of services for 
faculty, staff, students, and departments. Services include 
customizing applications for both microcomputer and 
central systems, assisting you in communicating with 
central systems, and installing microcomputer software. 

Gopher Hotel: 625-2303 
If you'd like to publish your information electronically on 
the Internet, Software Services offers a low-cost "Gopher 
Hotel" service which makes this process simple and 
convenient for you. For more information on services and 
rates, call 625-2303. 

Database Services: 625-2303 
Our Software Service programmers can assist you in the 
design and establishment of a new database system using 
several database management software products on central 
system computers or microcomputers. Databases devel
oped by our staff are used by departments for a variety of 
financial, accounting, and administrative data management 
needs as well as for laboratory information and invoicing 
systems. We use widely-known and University-supported 
software packages such as Paradox and Filemaker Pro. 

Data Services: 626-8350 
We can assist you with reading and writing nine-track 
tapes, UNIX tape cartridges, and optical diskettes, and 
with transferring data between various types of media 
(disks and tapes) and between various systems. 

We also provide other data services, such as assistance in 
questionnaire or survey preparation, data entry and verifica
tion, and word processing. For more information or to 
discuss your project, call 626-8350. 

Communications Services: 625-2303 
We can recommend and install communications software 
to help you connect to any of our central systems or to the 
Internet. 

Microcomputer Services: 625-2303 
We can assist you with 
• installing and upgrading system software for 

Macintoshes and IBM-compatibles; 
• installing software and developing customized applica

tions using University-supported software such as 
FileMaker Pro, 4th Dimension, Paradox, and Excel; 

• removing viruses from disks and systems; 
• recovering files from a disk crash; 
• downloading data to Mac or IBM diskettes (3.5- or 

5.25-inch). 

T Call Us 
For more information, including rates for these services, or 
to set up an appointment to discuss your project, call 
Software Services at 625-2303 or send E-mail to: 
clv@vx.cis.umn.edu. 
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Technical Coordinators Program 
A Service for University Departments 

In 1992 we initiated the 
Technical Coordinators 

Program for two reasons: 
to provide forums to 
disseminate information 
among the University's 

computer support people and to provide better technical 
support on campus. 

Most of the information in this overview of the Technical 
Coordinators' Program has not changed since we listed the 
forums last fall. However, all the forums have new mailing 
list addresses. Initially each address began with the initials 
"tc," for technical coordinator. Now all addresses begin 
with the initials "techc." We changed the names because 
some E-mail correspondents interpreted the "tc" initials as 
Twin Cities. This occasionally caused confusion in the 
kinds of comments and questions the forums received. 

T Who are Technical Coordinators? 
Technical Coordinators are usually those people within a 
department to whom others go when they have a problem 
with their computer. They do not necessarily know all 
there is to know about all aspects of computing, but they 
often demonstrate a knack for being able to find answers to 
these problems. By bringing these people together we 
hope to be able to provide tools for them that will help 
them solve more problems more easily. 

T The Forums 
The program consists of special forums, which are dis
cussed in more detail in separate sections below. Later in 
the article we tell you how to subscribe to the forums and 
how to become a Technical Coordinator. 

Through the program many tools are available to help 
Technical Coordinators solve problems that arise in their 
departments. We also provide direct contacts at Distrib
uted Computing Services and periodically sponsor special 
training for coordinators. In addition, each group has an 
E-mail forum to which coordinators can post questions and 
answer the queries of their fellow coordinators. The 
individual groups meet periodically to discuss issues that 
are of interest to them. When it is appropriate, we invite 
people to address a particular need. 

Administrative Computing Connectivity 
techc-admin@mail.unet.urnn.edu 

Those responsible for maintaining administrative comput
ing within departments have unique needs. They often 
need to combine information from many different sources 
and use that information to answer requests and fulfill 
University requirements for accountability. This group is a 
means for these users to ask for assistance from others who 
may already have solved some of these problems. 

Computer Information Backup 
techc-backup@mail.unet.umn.edu 

There are many options for backing up computer-based 
information. Unfortunately, because backup is not done 
automatically, many users tend not to perform regular 
backups of the information on their computers. This 
group is interested in examining packages, strategies, and 
services to make backups less painful and more reliable. 

DEC Ultrix Administrators 
techc-ultrix@mail.unet.umn.edu 

This special interest group looks at the unique needs of the 
Ultrix administrator. 

Electronic Mail Services 
techc-email@mail.unet.umn.edu 

With the Fall 1992 introduction of free E-mail for all 
students and staff at the University, many new issues 
related to E-mail at the University need to be addressed. 
This group serves as a conduit to disseminate information 
from the central providers to all departments as well as to 
hear suggestions from the end users themselves. The 
intent is to provide a quality E-mail service to all users at 
the University of Minnesota. 

Micro & LAN Hardware & Networking Software 
techc-microlan@mail.unet.umn.edu 

The issues of getting departmental computers to communi
cate effectively are often very difficult. The task of main
taining departmental computer systems goes beyond 
simply installing software on a computer's hard disk and 
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running it. It includes setting up and maintaining flle 
servers, upgrading old software, providing the connections 
that allow computers to exchange information both within 
the department and across the campus backbone, finding 
security systems that are effective, and many other issues. 
This group provides the means to look at these issues and 
address problems. 

Public Domain Software 
techc-public@rnail.unet.urnn.edu 

When software is put into the public domain, anyone may 
obtain a copy and use it with no further obligation. This 
software ranges from simple utilities that have a single 
purpose to full-blown packages that can be used to run a 
business. Because the software is free, the authors usually 
cannot afford to advertise it in the same way commercial 
companies do. This group is a means of obtaining and 
publicizing some of the more useful public domain and 
shareware software. 

Site License Software 
techc-site@rnail.unet.urnn.edu 

Often it is possible for the University to obtain significant 
price reductions from software manufacturers if we agree to 
purchase a large quantity of the product, provide central
ized support, or agree to special conditions for distribu
tion. This group investigates possible site licenses and 
helps us decide when it is appropriate to pursue such 
possibilities. (Note that not all requests that look like a 
"good deal" actually result in the purchase of a site license. 
Many factors must be considered before a license is 
purchased.) 

UNIX Administrators 
techc-unix@rnail.unet.urnn.edu 

People in this group are responsible for the day-to-day 
administration and operation of UNIX-based computers. 
Because many of the problems encountered by UNIX 
System Administrators are similar, even across different 
hardware platforms, the collective knowledge of the people 
in this group can make it easier for all of them to provide 
stable, more usable software and systems to their users. 

UNIX Workstation Hardware and Software 
techc-workstn@rnail.unet.urnn.edu 

UNIX workstations are becoming a much larger part of 
computing at the University of Minnesota. There are 

many vendors selling fine products that purport to fulfill 
the needs of the workstation user. As these systems 
proliferate it becomes harder to keep up with what's new; 
and as more features are added to these systems, the 
complexity of maintaining them increases. This group 
provides the means for system administrators to get 
together and talk about administration problems and hear 
how others have solved them. 

T How Do I Join the Forums? 
If you are interested in joining any of these forums, you 
can subscribe to the E-mail forums by sending a request to 
the appropriate location. The forum E-mail addresses are 
listed under the headings describing the groups. 

If you send E-mail to the "request" address for the forum, 
you can be added to the list of people who receive all E
mail sent to that forum. For example, to subscribe to 
techc-site, add 

-request 

to the forum's E-mail address, as shown below 

techc-site-request@rnail.unet.urnn.edu 

In the body of the E-mail message simply ask to be added 
to the forum. 

By joining any one or more of these forums you will also 
receive special announcements sent to all Technical 
Coordinators; its E-mail alias is: 

techc-all@rnail.unet.urnn.edu 

T How Do I Become a Tech Coordinator? 
The Technical Coordinator program is available to anyone 
who wishes to participate. If you are someone who should 
be designated as a Technical Coordinator for your depart
ment, send E-mail to Phil Kachelmyer at 

phk@boornbox.rnicro.urnn.edu 

to request that you be added to the list that we maintain. 
This list is separate from the E-mail forums. You must 
subscribe directly to those forums in which you wish to 
participate. 
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Software Site Licenses 

TOur Role 
The University has site licenses and 
volume discount agreements for a variety 
of microcomputer, workstation, and 
central system software. These software 
savings are coordinated or handled by 
different departments. Distributed 

Computing Services administers purchasing agreements for 
some of this software. We have listed the savings agree
ments we know about in Table l. To lease these software 
packages, the lessee generally must sign a special agree
ment. The restricted site licenses, those marked with a * in 
Table 1, have additional requirements. 

T Computer Store 
The Computer Store in the Williamson Hall Book Center 
also coordinates some volume purchase agreements, such 
as those offered by Microsoft and WordPerfect. To learn 
more about the software that is available, see the Computer 
Store sections of our newsletter or use Gopher to search the 
Computer Store's database. 

T License Fees 
In return for lower prices, site licenses and volume dis
counts usually come with restrictions that are different 
from the conditions and restrictions for undiscounted and/ 
or single user versions. 

Typically, where a fee is involved, you pay an initial license 
fee. This fee enables the purchaser to use the software for 
one year but does not authorize the purchaser to make 
multiple copies of the software. If an individual or group 
wants more than one copy, they must "lease" more than 
one copy. Those who wish to continue using the software 
after the ftrst year frequently are charged an annual renewal 
fee. Table 1 includes a list of software fees. 

Manuals and Upgrades 
The Microcomputer HelpLine has copies of most of the 
manuals for the products listed in this article. 

In general, licenses include disks and free upgrades as they 
become available, but they often do not include manuals. 
For those products for which you must purchase manuals 
separately, we've included information about obtaining the 
manuals and some sample prices. 

T CUFS Account 
Departments interested in leasing one of the restricted 
programs we administer should contact our office in Room 
190 Shepherd Labs, phone 625-1300. Departmental 
CUFS IV should credit the following Distributed Comput
ing Services CUFS account: Area 357, Org 2001, Sub 
Org 07, Rev Src 4410, Sub Rev 10. 

T Macromedla License 
The products purchased through Macro media are part of a 
volume purchase agreement. A limited number of copies 
are available at the prices listed in Table l. Departments 
that want larger quantities may want to talk to us about 
initiating their own volume purchase agreement. 

T Site License Forum 
If you have information on other site licenses or discounts 
and want to survey the University community to ftnd other 
interested parties, contact Phil Kachelmyer; he coordinates 
a Site License Forum. You can send E-mail to him at 

phk@boombox.micro.umn.edu 

or phone him at 625-6821. The Site License Forum's 
purpose is to make it easier for everyone at the University 
to take advantage of savings agreements. 

T Software Descriptions 
The software is described in more detail below. Except 
where noted, Distributed Computing Services distributes 
this software through our office in room 190 Shepherd 
Labs. 

New Agreements and Changes 
We've added PC/TCP from FTP Software and Trumpet 
Winsock l.OA, Trumpet for Windows l.OB, WINQVT, 
and Pegasus Mail since we published this list in October 
1993. We've negotiated a deeper AutoCAD discount for 
all computer platforms on which it runs. You'll ftnd all the 
programs available through the Macromedia agreement 
grouped together under the Macromedia heading. 

The AppleShare and Mac Programmers Workshop software 
is no longer available at volume discounts. You can 
purchase the software through the Computer Store or 
directly from Apple. 
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Table 1: Software Discounts 

(1) Software marked with a * is available only to those who can pay for the package with a University budget number; that is, this 
price is not available to individual students, faculty, or staff. 

(2) Unmarked software is available to all members of the University community. 

Software 1st Year Renewal 

Novell NetWare 
* IBM PCs and Macintoshes ..................... varies ............ -

the latest prices are on Internet Gopher to find them follow 
this path: Computer lnformation;u of M Site License 
Information 

SAS 
* Various platforms .................................. varies ............. -

the latest prices are on Internet Gopher to find them follow 
this path: Computer lnformationjU of M Site License 
Information 

IBM PCs 
* A.D.A.M. (Windows) ............................. $ 1835 ............. -
* AutoCAD: DOS ......................................... 450 ............. -
* AutoCAD: Windows ................................... 450 ............. -

* IMSL version 2 ........................................... 75 .......... 50 
* Mathematica ........................................... 200 ........ 100 

Pegasus .................................................. free ............. -
PC-MATLAB .............................................. 500 ............ 0 
ProComm 2.4.2 ....................................... free ............. -

* S-PLUS (per server) .................................. 850 ........ 500 
SLIP for PCs ............................................ free ............. -

DEC, IRIS, SUN, IBM, and Others 
* AutoCAD ............................................... $ 450 ............. -
* DEC: VMS and Ultrix .................. call 626-1661 
* IBM Central Systems ................. call624-7788 

* 
* 
* 

* 

SGI (Iris) Varsity Program .......................... 420 ....... 200 
Mathematica (UNIX) ................................ 400 ........ 200 
Mathematica (all platforms) .................... 2000 ...... 1000 

UNIX Workstations: per workstation 
• Silicon Graphics Varsity Program ............ 420 ........ 200 
• Sun Microsystems ................................. 240 ........ 240 
• Hewlett-Packard for 1994 .......................... 0 
• Hewlett-Packard for 1995 ............... 200.280 

Macintosh 
* A.D.A.M .............................................. $ 1835 ............. -
* AutoCAD .................................................. 450 ............. -
* IMSL version 1 ........................................... 75 .......... 50 

* MacPresents -

• Multimedia Presentation Manager ............ 13 ............. -

• Multimedia Database Manager ................. 13 ............. -

MacSLIP .................................................. free ............. -
MacTCP ................................................... free ............. -
Mac-MATLAB ............................................ 500 ............ 0 

* Mac-X ....... 1st copy $60; additional copies $10 
* SPSS/PC+ Base ........................................ 75 .......... 50 * Mathematic a ........................................... 200 ........ 100 

• Advanced ................................................ 30 .......... 20 Pegasus Mail ........................................... free ............. -
• Professional ........................................... 30 . . . . . . . . . 20 

* SPSS/Windows Base ................................. 75 .......... 50 * SPSS for Mac ............................................ 75 .......... 50 
• Advanced ................................................ 30 .......... 20 • Advanced ................................................ 30 .......... 20 
• Professional ........................................... 30 .......... 20 * SYSTAT for Mac ......................................... 75 .......... 50 

* SYSTAT for IBM/MS-DOS ............................ 75 .......... 50 

* 
* 

Trumpet for Windows ................................ free ............. -
Winsock .................................................. free ............. -
WINQVT ................................................... free ............. -
YTERM ........................................................ 7 ............ -

PC/TCP: kernel only ................................... 50 ............. -
PC/TCP: full package .................................. 95 ............. -

Macromedia License for IBM PCs 

* 
* 
* 

Action! (Windows) ....................................... 80 ............ 0 
Authorware Pro (Windows) ......................... 315 ............ 0 
Windows Player for Director ....................... 160 ............ 0 

TinCan 5.0 .......... .... .... .... ........ ........ ........ free ............. -

Macromedia License for Macintosh 
* Action ........................................................ 80 ............ 0 
* Authorware Pro ........................................ 315 ............ 0 
* Director ................................................... 200 ............ 0 

* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 

Life Forms ................................................ 100 ............ 0 
MacroModel ............................................. 225 ............ 0 
Media Maker ............................................ 160 ............ 0 
Modelshop II ............................................ 140 ............ 0 
Sound Edit Pro ........................................... 51 ............ 0 
Swivel 3D Pro .......................................... 107 ............ 0 
Three-D ................................................... 225 ............ 0 
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* A.D.A.M. (Mac and Windows) 
A.D .A.M. from A.DA.M. Software, 
Inc. contains color medical images of 
human males and females in anterior, 
posterior, medial and lateral views that 
are dissectible layer by layer; the 
images are shipped on CD-ROM. 
A.D .A.M. lets you browse through 
the human body, clicking its "identify 
tool" on any structure to learn its 
name, see its histology, and view 
selected cross sections, CT scans, and 
X-rays. You can import medical 
photographs, X-rays, course materials, 
and graphics through scanners and 
incorporate them into existing 
A.D.A.M. programs. 

A.D.A.M. Author 
A.D.A.M. Author, which includes 
A.D.A.M. Studio and Linking, is a 
separate package and is not part of 
this discount agreement. Biomedical 
Graphics has A.D.A.M. Author and is 
available to develop or enhance 
anatomical graphics and animations 
for faculty and staff utilizing 
A.D.A.M. Calll-800-755-ADAM to 
inquire about purchasing A.D.A.M. 
Author and already developed 
A.D.A.M. Libraries. 

Hardware Requirements 
and Demo Facilities 
A.D.A.M. needs a substantial hard
ware commitment. The Mac version 
requires 16MB of disk space and at 
least a Mac Ilci with 8MB of RAM, 
System 7.0, and a 13-inch RGB 
monitor. The Windows version 
requires lOMB of disk space and at 
least a 386SX 20MHz with 8MB 
RAM, 1.44 floppy drive, graphics 
support for 256 colors 640x480, and 
Windows 3 .1. 

The Learning Resource Center in the 
Bio-Medical library in Diehl Hall is 
equipped to set up A.DA.M. on a 
Macintosh, the Microcomputer 
HelpLines are not. 
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* AutoCAD 
for Many Computer Platforms 
AutoCAD is a general purpose design 
package for preparing 2-dimensional 
drawings and 3-dimensional models. 
Its features let you correct and revise a 
drawing without redoing the entire 
drawing. AutoCAD's range of tools 
let you create images that meet the 
ANSI standards for drafting. You can 
translate the drawings created in 
AutoCAD to other applications that 
can work with IGES, DXF, DXB, and 
SLD formats. 

AutoCAD requires a high resolution 
graphics monitor and a pointing 
device such as a mouse. To run this 
high-end graphics package your 
computer setup should also have a 
math coprocessor (PCs) or floating 
point unit (Macs). 

Distributed Computing Services can 
disseminate single, node-locked 
versions of AutoCAD for $450. You 
can purchase a node-locked versions 
to run under the following platforms: 
DOS, Windows 3.1, Mac OS 7.1, 
Solaris 1.1.1, or Iris Indigo. Manuals 
are included in the price. 

* DEC: VMS and Ultrix Products 
Central Computing Services has 
information about the DEC Educa
tional Initiative. Peter Bartz is the 
contact person for information about 
the DEC program; you can reach him 
at 626-1661 or 
pab@maroon.tc.umn.edu. 

* IBM (VM and RISC 6000) 
The IBM Higher Education Software 
Consortium provides IBM Software 
for University systems. This consor
tium provides software for the VM 
and RISC/6000 platforms. St. Paul 
Computing Services coordinates 
requests for the software or for more 
information. Contact Mel Sauve, St. 
Paul Computing Services, phone 624-
7788. 
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* IMSL 
The site license fees are based on the 
products and platforms (computers). 
The different products are listed here. 
To use these IMSL libraries, you must 
have your own FORTRAN compiler. 
We administer the IMSL license for 
Macintosh and IBM-compatible 
software at our Shepherd Labs office 
in room 190. The IMSL licenses for 
all other workstations, minicomputers, 
and mainframes are administered by 
Peter Bartz, Central Computing 
Services, 626-1661 or 
pab@maroon.tc.umn.edu. 

IMSL manuals are a special order. 

CGLB: Complete Group of Libraries 
The full library of Fortran subroutines 
for numerical, statistical, and special 
computations. 

IDF: Interactive Doc. Facility 
Interactive menu-oriented facility for 
finding help on IMSL routines. 
Version 2.0 is X-driven and is available 
on some platforms. 

EIA TS: Environmental lnstaffation 
and Assurance Tests 
A set of minimal tests for the IMSL 
library routines, especially helpful for 
people who may install IMSL on 
various machines. 

EXGR: Exponent Graphics 
IMSL's entry for device independent 
high-level graphics libraries. It follows 
the GKS standard and uses hierarchi
cal data structures to permit easy 
modification of graphic attributes 
once a picture is created. 

CjBase/Library 
A subset of the IMSL library, rewrit
ten in C and with different routine 
names. It covers the most highly 
demanded areas of numerical compu
tation but not with the breadth of the 
complete Library. Not available for 
the Mac. 
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* MacPresents 
The University is the copyright holder 
of these two Macintosh products: ( 1) 
MacPresents- Multimedia Presenta
tion Manager and (2) MacPresents
Multimedia Database Manager. 
Copies of this software are available at 
cost to University faculty and staff 
who order it through their depart
ments. The cost is $13. To obtain 
the software and documentation 
contact 

Paul Eide, Media Resources 
540 Rarig, phone 5-0898 

MacPresents - Multimedia 
Presentation Manager 
- supports the presentation of text, 
scanned images, graphics from 
painting, drawing, or graphing 
applications, QuickTime movies, 
Macromedia Director animation's, 
and videodisc material. 

MacPresents - Multimedia 
Database Manage 
-supports the presentation of the 
same media types as MacPresents, but 
also supports MCI devices and the file 
formats that they support, such as 
WAVandAVI files. 

* Macromedia Agreements 
These products are available under a 
volume discount agreement from 
Edutech for Macromedia, Inc. 
software. 

0 Action (Macintosh and Windows) 
Action is designed to make it easy to 
choose multimedia elements
sound, motion, text, graphics, and 
interactivity- that best communicate 
your message and help you to com
bine them into a multimedia presenta
tion. 
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0 Authorware Pro 
(Macintosh and Windows) 
Authorware Pro allows developers of 
computer-based training to create 
custom applications that use interac
tive multimedia. The software allows 
you to create a visual representation of 
logic; it's a way of organizing and 
viewing how the application will 
respond to an end user's interactions. 
With Authorware Pro you can create 
levels of hierarchy with maps that let 
you see at a glance the overall design 
of the application. 

0 Director 
Director is an animation and 
authoring tool for multimedia produc
tions. It enables you to combine, and 
synchronize graphics, text, and 
animation with audio and video, then 
add full interactivity with buttons and 
scripts. Director also allows the user 
to author, edit, playback, and import 
QuickTime movies. 

0 Director Player for Windows 
This software converts Director 
productions created on the Mac for 
playback under Microsoft Windows. 

0 Lifeforms 
Lifeforms enables the user to create 
sophisticated human motion anima
tions and access shape libraries of 
figures sitting, standing, jumping and 
in sports and dance poses. This 
software automatically creates smooth 
human motion between any two 
positions you define as well as adds 
human motion to Swivel 3D, Three
D, and Director. It also lets you save 
motion sequences as QuickTime 
movies. 
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0 MacroModel 
This modeling program combines the 
CAD-accuracy of spline-based model
ing with familiar 2D drawing tools. It 
provides real-time visualization from 
any angle for instant feedback. You 
can start with 2D objects and extrude, 
lathe, sweep, or "skin" them into 3D 
objects. Those who require surface 
texture and lighting options to create 
photorealistic 3D still-lifes, can 
purchase MacroModel with 
Render Man. 

D MediaMaker 
This software allows the user to 
assemble and synchronize video, en
Audio with Mac graphics, sound, and 
animation to create a custom video. 
Its automated Print-to-Video com
mand allows easy, accurate output to 
videotape. 

0 ModeiShop If 
This software's interactive design and 
presentation tools let users create and 
manipulate realistic spatial models as 
well as create models in hidden surface 
perspective with CAD-like accuracy. 
ModelShop II allows real-time 
walkthrough of architectural models, 
landscapes, and visualization. 

0 SoundEdit Pro 
This version of SoundEdit includes 
unlimited multiple tracks, plan and 
record from disk, and the ability to 
save sounds in 8 or 16 bit formats. 

0 Swivel 3D Professional 
A modeling and design environment 
for creating, rotating, scaling, and 
animating 3D models. The software 
lets you hierarchically link object parts 
and export 3D views and animation 
sequences. 
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0 Three-0 
Tool for creating 3D animations and 
photorealistic images for video and 
multimedia productions. 
MacroMedia Three-D imports a wide 
range of 3D model file formats and 
provides a hierarchical time-line for 
easy animation of unlimited shapes, 
lights, and cameras. 

MacSLIP 
MacSLIP is communications software 
for the Macintosh from Hyde Park 
Software. SLIP allows you to connect 
to the University's network from 
home and from University locations 
that don't have network connections. 
This makes it possible to run TCP /IP 
network software such as POPmail, 
Gopher, Fetch (FTP), Telnet, and 
Nuntius from a microcomputer and a 
telephone line just as if you were 
directly connected to the campus 
network. We administer this license 
and distribute it through our help 
lines. Caveat: SLIP access to the 
University's network is limited. For 
more information see the section 
called SLIP. 

MacTCP 
MacTCP is Apple's network software 
driver for the TCP /IP protocols. You 
need to install this software before you 
can run TCP /IP network software, 
such as POPmail, Gopher, Fetch 
(FTP), Telnet, and Nuntius. 

The MacTCP drivers are available in 
several locations on the Mac Informa
tion Server. Since the University's site 
license limits the University to distrib
uting MacTCP for use by the Univer
sity of Minnesota only, other schools 
and commercial organizations who 
want to use MacTCP should contact 
Apple to acquire the MacTCP soft
ware. 
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* MacX 
MacX is an X-Windows server that 
runs on the Macintosh. 

* Mathematica 
Mathematica is a system for doing 
mathematics by computer. It provides 
tools for solving equations and 
displaying functions in a graphical 
format. The software is available for 
the Macintosh and Windows as well as 
the most popular UNIX-based 
workstation environments. 

S. Wolfram's basic Mathematica 
manual is available at the Book Center 
for about $30. You can order other 
manuals directly from Wolfram or 
place a special order at the Book 
Center. 

* Novell NetWare 
The University has several site license 
options for Novell's NetWare, includ
ing versions for 80386 or later CPUs 
(IBM PCs) and Macintoshes. The 
agreement includes prices for annual 
updates. 

Current new license and trade-in 
prices are available on Internet 
Gopher. To find the information 
follow this Gopher path: 

Computer Information/U of M 
Site License Information 

The Novell NetWare document also 
contains information about annual 
maintenance and documentation 
costs. 

* PC/TCP 
Departments can obtain PC/TCP 
(software from FTP Software, Inc.) in 
two flavors. The full package or just 
the kernel software. The kernel-only 
package is useful if you have an 
application that needs just the TCP / 
IP stack but none of the other 
network applications. According to 

Computer and ... 

the release notes, all of the drivers can 
be loaded into upper memory if you 
have a memory manager, including 
emm386.exe. 

To obtain the software you must 
supply your own diskettes 
• 5 high density disks for the Kernel 

option 
• 10 high density disks for the full 

package. 

Below are the tasks and PCjTCP 
commands that are available with the 
full package. 

• Getting started and configuring 
NetBIOS: bootp, inet, kernel, 
pctcpcfg, netbios 

• Transferring and backing up files: 
ddates, ftp, ftpsrv, passwd, rep, 
rloginvt, rmt, supdup, tar, tftp 

• Logging in to a remote host: 
rlogingl, rloginvt, fsh, sc, setcolor, 
supdup, tn, tnglass 

• Dialing a remote host; tuning and 
troubleshooting: comscrpt, inet, 
ftpver, inet, ping 

• Remote printing and print redirec
tion: lpd, lpq, lpr, lprm, idprint, 
predir, onpredir, dopredir 

• Using electronic mail: mail, nntp, 
pcmail, pop2, pop3, smtp, smtpsrv, 
vmail 

• Getting network information: 
cookie, finger, host, inet, nicname, 
ping, setclock, snmpd, whois 

• Using Kerberos security: kdestroy, 
klist, kinit, rep, rloginvt, rmt, rsh, 
tar, tn 

• Sharing network file systems using 
InterDrive: dos2unix, idchmod, 
idconfig. idls, idmnt, idnet, idprint, 
idrive, idumnt, idutil, unix2dos 
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Pegasus Mail 
Pegasus Mail provides mail server and 
client software. The server runs on a 
Novell NetWare file server and the 
clients access that server through the 
appropriate client software. We have a 
site license for the documentation for 
DOS, Windows, and Macintosh 
versions of Pegasus Mail; the software 
itself is free. The DOS /Windows file 
name is pmail235.exe; it is a self
extracting archive. The Macintosh file 
is called pmmac202.hqx; you must use 
Binhex to decode the archive. We 
distribute the software through our 
IBM Information Server, and both 
files are in the directory 

netware\3rdparty\pegasus 

You can obtain the Mac and the 
DOS /Windows software in several 
ways. The files are available via 
anonymous FTP from 
bingo2.micro.umn.edu, and they're 
on the NetWare file server micro_info. 

ProComm 
ProComm is communications soft
ware for IBM/MS-DOS microcom
puters; it works with Hayes-compat
ible modems and can emulate a DEC 
Vf-100 as well as these nine termi
nals: ANSI-BBS, IBM 3101, ADDS 
Viewpoint, Wyse 100, Lear Siegler 
ADM-3/5, Heath/Zenith 19, and 
Vf-52, Televideo 910/920 and 925/ 
950. 

To get a free copy ofProComm 
version 2.4.2, bring a formatted disk 
to any Microcomputer HelpLine. 
The documentation for ProComm is 
stored on the disk in a format known 
as "Arc'd". ProComm files with the 
.ARC extension are compressed files. 
Before you can use the ProComm 
files, you must un-Arc them. You will 
find the reference manual in a file 
named PROCOMMP.DOC. We 
administer this license and distribute 
the software through our help lines. 
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* S-PLUS 
S-plus is a statistical system from 
StatSci, Inc. that runs on a variety of 
platforms. We have the software 
available for the Sun, Silicon Graphics, 
DEC Ultrix, and HP platforms. 

The annual maintenance cost varies; it 
depends on the volume. The agree
ment does not contain documenta
tion, which you must obtain directly 
from StatSci. Documentation costs 
around $75. 

* SAS 
SAS software is widely used for 
statistical analysis, and for access, 
management, analysis, and presenta
tion of data. Our license includes SAS 
software for IBM/MS-DOS, Micro
soft Windows, OS/2, NeXT worksta
tions, and Sun-4 or SPARC worksta
tions, and comprises more than a 
dozen components of SAS software 
including Base, STAT, GRAPH, ETS, 
FSP, and IML. SAS software is 
available to staff and faculty at all 
University of Minnesota locations. 

A more complete description of the 
University of Minnesota's SAS 
software license is available on Inter
net Gopher. To find it follow this 
path 

Computer Information 
U of M Site License Information 

For more information or an applica
tion to obtain SAS, contact St. Paul 
Computing Services by one of these 
methods: 
• in person at Coffey Hall 99 or 50 
• by phone at 624-6235 
• by E-mail to 
helpdesk@vm l.spcs. umn .edu 
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SLIP 
Serial Line Internet Protocol (SLIP) is 
communications software that allows 
you to access networks via a modem. 
The University has a site license for 
MacSLIP for Macintoshes. We have 
also developed a SLIP package for 
MS-DOS systems. For more informa
tion, see their separate entries. 

To use SLIP on your computer, the 
network you want to access must have 
a SLIP terminal server. The server 
monitors a modem (or pool of 
modems) for incoming SLIP connec
tions. Then it translates the modem 
signals it receives into standard TCP I 
IP network signals. To use SLIP you 
need a modem that has a baud rate of 
at least 2400. Most people fmd 
performance at 2400 baud to be very 
slow. 

TACACS and SLIP 
The University has a security system 
called TACACS (Terminal Access 
Control and Authority Control 
System) controlling who can connect 
to a SLIP server. Access is restricted 
to students, staff, and faculty who 
have a valid account on a computer 
that is connected directly to the 
University's network. Without a valid 
account TACACS won't let you 
connect. (TACACS only runs on 
UNIX. Several systems at the Univer
sity are SLIP servers that run 
TACACS, for example 
gold.tc.umn.edu, maroon.tc.umn.edu, 
and epx.cis.umn.edu.) 

SLIP for DOS 
SLIP for DOS (or UMSLIP) was 
developed at the University of Minne
sota for IBM compatible computers. 
SLIP allows you to connect to the 
University's network from home and 
other locations that don't have 
network connections. This makes it 
possible to run TCP /IP network 
software such as Minuet, Gopher, 
Telnet, and FTP from a microcom
puter using a telephone line just as if 
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you were directly connected to the 
campus network. We distribute the 
software through our help lines. 
Caveat: SLIP access to the 
University's network is limited. For 
more information see the section 
called SLIP. 

* SPSS/PC+ 
SPSS/PC+ is a statistical package 
written for IBM and compatible 
computers and there are versions that 
run under DOS as well as under 
Windows. It requires at least lOMB 
of hard disk space and 512K of 
memory ( 640K if you also have 
Advanced SPSS). A larger hard disk 
and a math coprocessor are recom
mended. Advanced and Professional 
SPSS/PC+ are also available under the 
site license. In order to lease Ad
vanced or Professional SPSS/PC+, 
you must first have the SPSS/PC+ 
base program. 

Manuals 
You must purchase the manuals 
separately from the Book Center. The 
base manual is around $20 and the 
advanced manual is around $30. You 
can examine the manuals in room 
190 Shepherd Labs to see what 
statistical routines are provided with 
these packages. 

* SPSS V4 for the Mac 
SPSS V4 is a statistical package for 
mainframes and Macintoshes. Version 
4 is the same version of SPSS which 
runs on mainframe computers. To 
nm SPSS V 4 on a Mac, you need 
System version 6.0 or higher, at least 
2MB of RAM, a hard drive with a 
minimum of 6MB of available disk 
space, and a Macintosh with a co
processor. To install and run all of 
SPSS under MultiFinder, you need at 
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least 15MB of available disk space and 
a minimum of 4MB of RAM. In 
order to lease Advanced SPSS, you 
must first have the SPSS base pro
gram. (For more information, see the 
review in the July 1990 Microcom
puter Newsletter.) 

Manuals 
You must purchase the manuals 
separately from the Book Center. 
Here are approximate manual prices: 
base manual, $35; advanced manual, 
$30; reference guide $40; operations 
guide $15. You can examine the 
manuals in room 190 Shepherd Labs 
to see what statistical routines are 
provided with these packages. 

* SYSTAT 
SYSTAT is a statistical package. The 
IBM-compatibles version requires at 
least two floppy drives and 256K of 
RAM. For the Mac version, specify if 
you are going to use it on ( l) a Mac 
Plus or SE or (2) a Mac SE/30 or the 
Mac II family. 

Manuals 
You must purchase the manual 
separately from the Book Center; it 
costs approximately $45. You can also 
examine the manuals in room 190 
Shepherd Labs to see what statistical 
routines are provided with these 
packages. 

Tin Can 
TinCan is communications software 
for the Macintosh that was written at 
Yale University. TinCan provides 
terminal emulation, file transfer, and 
local printing. Not all University 
central systems support all of these 
functions. Contact the central system 
that you use for information on the 
software available for TinCan file 
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transfer and local printing. If the 
central system does not have full file 
transfer capability, simple file transfers 
are still possible. To get a free copy of 
TinCan, bring a formatted disk to any 
Microcomputer HelpLine. 

Trumpet for Windows 
Trumpet for Windows is news reader 
software for Microsoft Windows. The 
University has a site-wide license for 
this software through Administrative 
Information Services. We distribute 
the software and documentation from 
our IBM Information Server. The 
files are available via anonymous FTP 
from bingo2.micro.umn.edu, and 
they're on the NetWare file server 
micro_info. You'll find the ZIPed file 
in the directory listed here: 

internet\winsock\wtwsklOb.zip 

Contact our Shepherds Labs office at 
625-1300 for installation passwords. 

* UNIX Workstation Site Licenses 
Distributed Computing Services 
coordinates site licenses for several 
popular platforms of UNIX worksta
tions. These include Silicon Graphics, 
Inc. (SGI), Sun Microsystems Corp. 
(SUN), and Hewlett-Packard Corp. 
(HP). 

With each of these programs Univer
sity departments have the right to 
borrow the software media from our 
Shepherd Labs office. Software 
upgrades during the year will be made 
available at no additional costs. A • 
brief summary of what's included with 
the site license software for the 
respective platforms is listed below. 
For more information about each of 
these programs, please contact our 
office at 625-1300. 
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0 Silicon Graphics, Inc: SGI 
Silicon Graphics refers to its site 
license program for colleges and 
universities as their Varsity Program. 
The Varsity Software Program pro
vides the basic operating system along 
with compilers and other utilities that 
most workstation users need to make 
effective use of the hardware. 

SGI also offers a Varsity Hardware 
Program that is administered through 
Engineering Services. There are set 
costs for each of the different levels of 
hardware. Contact Engineering 
Services (625-1595) to obtain a quote 
on your particular workstation. 

0 Sun Microsystems, Inc 

October 1994 

For the first year (1994-95) there will 
be no charges to buy into the HP 
software program. Beginning in 1995 
there will be annual fees of between 
$200 and $280 per workstation. The 
annual fee will be established in the 
summer of 1995 and will be based on 
the total number ofHP workstations 
that are installed at the University of 
Minnesota. We will be contacting HP 
workstation owners with more 
information in the summer of 1995. 

At press time we did not have details 
of the software that is to be included 
in the HP package. However, it will 
include the basic operating system, 
compilers, libraries, and utilities. 

The Sun site license includes the basic WinQVT 
operating system as well as compilers, 
libraries, and utilities that most users 
in the University environment need. 
The compilers that are included in the 
program are C, C++, Pascal, and 
FORTRAN. At this writing, Solaris 
2.3 is the operating system version 
that is available. 

Please note that the Sun site license is 
being administered differently begin
ning in 1994 than it has in the past. 
This is due to changes that Sun has 
made in the contract that is offered to 
the University of Minnesota. We 
think that the current arrangement 
provides a more attractive solution to 
the needs of the typical Sun worksta
tion user at the University than the 
previous arrangements. 

0 Hewlett-Packard Corp 
The University of Minnesota recently 
established a site license program with 
Hewlett-Packard (HP) to provide 
software services to the University 
community that are similar to those 
provided by SGI and Sun. 

We administer a University-wide site 
license for WinQVT, DEC VT220/ 
102/52 terminal emulator and 
communications software from QPC 
Software. WinQVT runs under 
Microsoft Windows and supports the 
full "special graphics" character set, 
132-columns, user-defined keys, and 
double-wide and double-high charac
ters. 

We distribute the software through 
our IBM Information Server. The 
files are available via anonymous FTP 
from bingo2.micro.umn.edu, and 
they're on the NetWare file server 
micro_info. You'll find WinQVT in 
the directory listed here: 

internet\winsock 

Contact our Shepherds Labs office at 
625-1300 for installation passwords. 
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Winsock 
Winsock is network software for 
Microsoft Windows; it works with the 
TCP /IP protocol "family" of network 
applications, such as Mosaic. The 
Windows Sockets specification 
(Winsock) is based on the socket 
paradigm and it defines a networking 
programming interface for Windows. 

We administer a University-wide site 
license for Trumpet Winsock and 
distribute the software from our IBM 
Information Server. The files are 
available via anonymous FTP from 
bingo2.micro.umn.edu, and they're 
on the NetWare file server micro_info. 
You'll find the ZIPed file in the 
directory listed here: 

internet\winsock\twsklOa.zip 

Contact our Shepherds Labs office at 
625-1300 for installation passwords. 

YTERM 
YTERM is communications software 
developed by Yale University for IBM
compatible computers that provides 
terminal emulation. On some central 
system setups it also provides file 
transfer capability. 

To purchase YTERM contact St. Paul 
Computing Services at 50 Coffey 
Hall, phone 624-7788. 
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Computer Store: 625-3854 
You can charge your purchases on your MasterCard, Visa, and Discover accounts. 

T Computer Discount Program 

[II] Participation in the Computer Discount 
Program is available not only to depart
ments but also to students and staff, subject 
to the eligibility rules of the program. The 
Computer Store is located in the East Bank 
Book Store in Williamson Hall. During 
Spring, Winter, and Fall quarters the 
Computer Store is open • Monday-Friday 
8:30-6:00 • Saturday 10-4. 

Your purchase is price protected for 30 days from the time 
you received your product. If we drop the price during 
that time, you can bring in your receipt for a refund. The 
Computer Store offers a one-week money back guarantee 
on hardware and on any software whose seal has not been 
broken. Of course, you must present your sales receipt; a 
few other common sense restrictions also apply. 

Free E-mail Updates 
To get product and price change bulletins for the prod
ucts sold through the Computer Store sent to you elec
tronically, subscribe to the Bookstore prices list by sending 
E-mail to: request@boornbox .micro. urnn. edu 

T Departmental Hot Tips 
Hotline 
This summer the Computer Store began offering depart
ments a hotline number to help them process their orders. 
If your department does not have a hotline number, ask 
for one. 

FAX Service and Free Delivery 
Departments can fax their orders to the Computer Store; 
the special number is 625-1861. The Computer Store 
offers free delivery on any departmental orders over $100. 

Microsoft and WordPerfect Discounts 
The Computer Store administers the Microsoft Select 
Program and the WordPerfect Customer Advantage 
Program (CAP) and has order forms and price lists. 
Through these programs departments can purchase 
software licenses, diskettes, and documentation ala carte. 
Call 625-3854 if you have questions about the programs. 

When you purchase a Microsoft or WordPerfect license 
you get the right to install the software onto a single 
microcomputer. You do not receive diskettes or documen
tation with a license, just the right to install and use the 
software. Once you've purchased the appropriate number 
of licenses, you decide how many diskettes and copies of 
documentation you want to purchase. 

Distributed Computing Services has a file server from 
which licensed users can download Microsoft and 
WordPerfect software for which they have licenses and 
rights to upgrade. Departments that buy into either 
program will be informed about how to access this server. 

Microsoft Select Program Upgrades 
The Select Program provides free upgrades of new software 
as it is made available. When you purchase a new license 
you are eligible to receive free upgrades through April19, 
1995. If you wish to extend that upgrade through April 
19, 1996, you can purchase a maintenance license. If 
you're upgrading from a registered older version of the 
software, you can simply purchase the maintenance license 
to extend support through April19, 1996. When new 
versions of the software are released, departments have the 
right to obtain the software media and install the upgrades. 

WordPerfect CAP Upgrades 
When departments purchase a license through CAP they 
are eligible for free upgrades to that software through May 
4, 1997. When new versions of the software are released, 
departments have the right to obtain the software media 
and install the upgrades. 

fHE MAC & IBM BACk-fO-SCHOOL. SPECIALS END OCf. 17 
Individuals must add 7% sales tax to all prices listed here and on Gopher. Departments do not pay sales tax. 
The computer hardware and software offered to University departments, employees, and students through the 

Computer Discount Program is subject to the eligibility rules of the discount program. 
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Guides to the Internet - Basic Resource Materials 

Confused by the 
"information su
perhighway?" Feel 
you need to "bone 
up" on the basics of 
internetworking? 
The Libraries can 

help. The following list is intended as a 
starting point to help you learn more 
about the Internet, its resources and 
use. Those items marked with an aster
isk (*) are available in the University 
Libraries. Use LUMINA to help you 
identify which titles are available at which 
libraries. There are also many excellent 
articles and electronic resources on the 
Internet that you can check out by stop
ping at one of our campus libraries and 
using the various periodical indexes. The 
sources listed here should also be avail
able in most public libraries in the Twin 
Cities. In searching through LUMINA 
under 

k=internet 

I located 116 entries, 34 of these pub
lished this year alone. For help in search
ing for information on this, or any other 
topic, feel free to stop in one of the 
campus libraries. Our staff will be happy 
to help you learn more. 

Assessing Information on the Internet: To
ward Providing Library Services for Com
puter-mediated Communication by Martin 
Dillon, et al. Dublin, Ohio: OCLC Online 
Computer Library Center, Office of Research, 
1993. 

* Connecting to the Internet: An O'Reilly 
Buyer's Guide Edited by Susan Estrada & 
Dale Dougherty. O'Reilly&Associates,1993. 

* Crossing the Internet Threshold: An In
structional Handbook by Roy Tennant, et al; 
forward by Clifford Lynch. Berkeley, CA: 
Library Solutions Press, 1993. 

Directory of Directories on the Internet by 
B_o_}' Metz. Westport, CT: Meckler, 1994. 

* Doing Business on the Internet by Mary 
Cronin. New York: Van Nostrand Reinhold, 
1994. 

Nancy K Herther, University Libraries 

Exploring the Internet: A Technical Travel
ogue by Carl Malamud. Englewood Cliffs, 
NJ: PTR Prentice Hall, 1992. 

How the Internet Works by Joshua Eddings. 
Ziff-Davis, 1994. 

Internet Access Providers: An International 
Resource Directory by Greg Notess. 
Westport: Meckler, 1993. 

The Internet & Special Libraries: Use, Train
ing and the Future by Sharyn Ladner & Hope 
Tillman. Washington, DC: Special Libraries 
Assoc., 1993. 

* Internet Basics: Your Map to the Global 
Electronic Super Highway by Steve Lambert. 
New York: Random House, 1993. 

The Internet Business Journal. [Bimonthly 
(June/ July 1993-)] Ottawa, Ont: Strange love 
Press, 1993. 

Internet Companion: A Beginner's Guide to 
Global Networking by Tracy LaQuey; fore
word by AI Gore. Reading, MA:-Wesley,1994. 

* Internet Connection: System Connectivity 
& Configuration by JohnS. Quarterman & C. 
Mitchell Smoot. Reading, MA: Addison
Wesley, 1994. 

* Internet Connection: A Librarian's Guide 
to Dial-up Access and Use. Chicago: Ameri
can Library Assoc., 1993. 

* Internet Directoryby Eric Braun. New York: 
Fawcett, 1994. 

* Internet for Dummies by John Levin. IDG 
Books, 1993. 

* Internet for Everyone: A Guide for Users & 
Providers by Richard Wiggins. New York: 
McGraw-Hill, 1994. 

* Internet: Getting Started by April Marine, 
et al. Englewood Cliffs, NJ: PTR Prentice 
Hall,1993. 

* Internet Guide for New Users. New York: 
McGraw-Hill, 1993. 

Internet Mailing Lists edited by Edward Hardie 
& Vivian Neou. Menlo Park, CA: SRI Interna
tional, 1992. 

Internet Message: Closing the Book with 
Electronic Mailby Marshall Rose. Englewood 
Cliffs, NJ: PTR Prentice Hall, Inc. 1993. 

* Internet Navigator by Paul Gilster. New 
York: Wiley, 1993. 

* Internet Passport: NorthWestNet's Guide 
to Our World Online 4th ed. Bellevue, WA: 
NorthWestNet, 1993. 

Internet Primer for Information Profession
als: A Basic Guide to Internet Networking 
Technology by Elizabeth Lane and Craig 
Summerhill. Westport, CT: Meckler, 1993. 

An Internet Primer for Libraries and Educa
tors: A Basic Guide to Internet Networking 
Technology by Elizabeth Lane and Craig 
Summerhill. Westport, CT: Meckler, 1992. 

Internet Research: Electronic Networking 
Applications and Policy. [Quarterly (Spring 
1993-)) Westport, CT: Meckler, 1993. 

Internet Roadmap by Bennett Falk. SYBEX, 
1993. 

Internet Starter Kit for the Macintosh by 
Adam Engst. New York: Hayden Books, 
1993. 

*Internet: The Complete Reference by Harley 
Hahn. New York: McGraw-Hill, 1994. 

Internet Working Computer Systems: Inter
connecting Networks and Systems by John 
McConnell. Englewood Cliffs, NJ: Prentice
Hall,1988. 

Internet World. [bimonthly] Westport, CT: 
Meckler, 1993-. 

Library Resources on the Internet: Strate
gies for Selection and Use edited by Laine 
Farley. Chicago: ALA, 1992. 

Libraries and the Internet by Charles 
McClure. Westport: Meckler, 1993. 

* The Mac Internet Tour Guide: Cruising the 
Internet the Easy Way by Michael Frasse. 
Ventana Press, 1993. 

* Navigating the Internet by Mark Gibbs & 
Richard Smith. SANS Publishing, 1993. 

NYSERNet New User's Guide to Useful and 
Unique Resources on the Internet Syra
cuse, NY: NYSERNET,1992. 

On lnternet[Annual] Westport, CT: Meckler, 
1993. 

Public Libraries and the lnternetjNREN: New 
Challenges, New Opportunities by Charles 
McClure. Syracuse, NY: School of Informa
tion Studies, 1992. 

Research & Education Networking[ newslet
ter published nine times each year]Westport, 
CT: Meckler, 1992-. 

Search Sheets for OPACs on the Internet: A 
Selective Guide to US OPACs Utilizing VT100 
Emulation by Marcia Henry, et al. Westport, 
CT: Meckler, 1991. 

Welcome to the Internet: From Mystery to 
Mastel}' by Cory Sandler. MIS Press,1993. 

Whole Internet: User's Guide and Catalog 
2nd ed. by Ed Krol. Sebastopol, CA: O'Reilly 
& Associated, 1994. 

* Wired [bimonthly] San Francisco, 1993-

Zen and the Art of the Internet: A Beginner's 
Guide by Brendan Kehoe. Englewood Cliffs, 
NJ: PTR Prentice Hall, 1993. 
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T Microcomputers & 
Central Systems 

Need help in learning 
how to use a 
microcomputer or 

central system? 
Computer and 
Information 

Services offers 
non-credit courses 

about widely used microcomputer and 
central systems software. 

T Free Orientations 
625-3854 
Distributed Computing Services offers 
free orientation sessions for all new 
microcomputer owners. These one
or two-hour sessions cover the basics 
of setting up and using your machine. 
Registration for these orientation 
sessions is handled by the Computer 
Store in Williamson Hall at the time 
you make your computer purchase; 
their number is 625-3854. 

T Short Courses 
625-1300 
Every quarter Distributed Computing 
Services coordinates short course 
offerings about central systems, 
microcomputer systems, and software. 
A few introductory courses are free; 
most require a modest fee. Registra
tion for these courses is handled by 
our office in 190 Shepherd Labs, 
phone 625-1300; although we do not 
accept phone registrations. 

Get it on Gopher 
Current class schedules, fees, and our 
registration policy are available on 
Gopher. To access the schedule 
follow this Gopher path: 

October 1994 

Training Resources 

Computer Information \Computer 
and Information Services Short 
Courses 

Typical Class Offerings 
Some of the microcomputer courses 
offered in a typical quarter include 
• Mac Fundamentals • Mac Drawing 
& Painting Fundamentals • Intro to 
DOS • Dos 'n Disks • Mouse 
Techniques (Windows) • Understand
ing DOS Memory • Microsoft Word 
Intro and Intermediate • WordPerfect 
Intro and Intermediate • FileMaker 
Pro Intro and Intermediate • 4th 
Dimension Intro and Intermediate 
• Paradox Intro and Intermediate 
• Excel Intro and Intermediate 
• Lotus 1-2-3 • PageMaker 

Typical network and communications 
courses include • Surfing the Internet 
• E-mail using Minuet • E-mail 
Using POPmail • Introduction to the 
Pine Mail Utility • Introduction to 
Communications Concepts • How to 
Set Up and Use SLIP • Preparing 
Documents for Gopher • Designing 
Local Area Networks • AppleJack and 
Ether Jack Orientation 

Central system and statistics courses 
include • introductions to UNIX, 
VMS, CMS, and Minnesota
MEDLINE • SAS/STAT • SAS 
Programming Techniques • SAS 
DATASOURCE • SAS/GRAPH 
• SAS/LAB Overview 

T Training Library 
Distributed Computing Services owns 
various training packages - in video 
tape, audio tape, and floppy disk 
format - for many popular software 
programs. These training packages 
are available to University of Minne
sota departments and current employ
ees and students. You'll find an 
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abbreviated list of these packages in 
our Short Course Bulletin. You can 
obtain a more extensive list of training 
package titles from our office in 190 
Shepherd Labs. When we receive new 
packages, they are listed in this 
newsletter. 

There is no fee for using these materi
als, and you may check them out for 
48 hours. However, before you can 
check them out, you must sign a 
"Usage Agreement" and leave your 
University of Minnesota ID with us. 
We will return your ID when you 
return the training materials. To use 
these materials you must supply your 
own equipment, such as computer, 
cassette or video player, and relevant 
software. To reserve materials call our 
Shepherd Labs office at 625-1300. 

T Self-Paced Centers 
625-1300 
If you don't have access to equipment 
and software, you may use one of the 
Self-Paced Training Centers listed 
below. These centers are available to 
University faculty, staff, and students. 
Training materials at these centers 
must be used at the center. 

Location 
1 Nicholson Hall 
99 Coffey Hall 

Monday-Friday 
8 am to 7 pm 
9 am to 4 pm 

T Reserving Materials 
625-1300 
To reserve or to check out materials 
or to make arrangements to use a Self
Paced Training Center, phone 625-
1300 or stop in room 190 Shepherd 
Labs, Monday-Friday, 8 am to 4 pm. 



Computer Facilities: !fa{{ Quarter 1994 
September 22 - December 10, 1994. Closed Nov 24-25 (Thanksgiving Holidays) unless otherwise noted. 

I 
Building Room Phone Classes Hours: Weekday Hours: Weekend Notes 

• East Bank 1 0 Students have free access to these microcomputer facilities. ~ T Microcomputer facilities managed by Distributed Computing Services: contact Jerry Larson at 625-7850. .. 
Eddy Hall Annex 54 625-0314 M-Th * Sat * *To reopen in 

Fri * Sun * late October. 

Elliott Hall 121 624-0866 t M-Th 9 am-8 pm closed 
Fri 9 am-5 pm 

Folwell Hall 14 625-4896 t M-Th 8 am-10 pm Sat 10 am-6 pm 
Fri 8 am--6 pm Sun 4 pm-10 pm 

Lind Hall~ 26 626-0856 t M-Th 8 am-midnight Sat 10 am-6 pm Open Nov. 25 
Fri 8 am--6 pm Sun noon-midnight normal hours 

Watch for 24-hour schedule to be posted the 6th week of each quarter. 

Walter Library 9 626-1899 t M-Th 8 am-midnight Sat 10 am-6 pm Open Nov. 25 
Fri 8 am-10 pm Sun noon-midnight 9 am-5 pm 

T Microcomputer facilities managed by other departments. 

Moos Tower 8-425 - M-Th - am _pm Sat Hours unavailable -
Contact: Gail Vandermerwe, 625-1477 Fri - am pm Sun - at press time. 

0 IT Computer Facilities for IT students only. 

• For eligibility and fee details see the Institute of Technology Computer Facilities brochure 
• Problems? Report to lab attendant. Report unanswered questions to operator@itsparc.itlabs.umn.edu 

EE/CSci 3-170 624-8885 M-Th 7 am-2 am Fri Sat 10 am-2 am Sun Open Nov. 25 
4-204 625-9081 Fri 7 am-midnight Sun 10 am-2 am Mon normal hours 

Mech. Eng. 308 625-7352 M-Th 7 am-2 am Fri Sat 10 am-2 am Sun Open Nov. 25 
Fri 7 am-midnight Sun 10 am-2 am Mon normal hours 

Physics 130 625-6820 t M-Th 8 am-10 pm Sat 10 am-6 pm 
Fri 8 am--6 pm Sun 4 pm-10 pm 

0 Students have free access to these terminal facilities. 

Diehl Hall 278 - limited access limited access 
Contact: 626-4045 

Nicholson 1 625-5082 M-F 8 am--6 pm closed 
Contact: Mike Dunham, 625-7397 

Computer and Information Services -89- Distributed computing Services 



Computer Facilities: !fa{{ Qjtarter 1994 
September 22 - December 10, 1994. Closed Nov 24-25 (Thanksgiving Holidays) unless otherwise noted. 

Building Room Phone Classes Hours: Weekday Hours: Weekend Notes 

ewest Bank ,~\\4 
0 Students have free access to these microcomputer facilities. 

~ 

~\ T Microcomputer facilities managed by Distributed Computing Services: contact Shu-Fan DeJartais at 624-0877. 

H. Humphrey Ctr 50 624-6526 M-Th 8 am-midnight Sat 10 am-8 pm Open Nov. 25 
Fri 8 am-10 pm Sun noon-11:30 pm normal hours 

T Microcomputer facilities managed by Distributed Computing Services: contact Jamil Jabr at 624-7766. 

Blegen Hall+ 455 626-7778 t M-Th 8 am-10 pm Sat 10 am-6 pm Open Nov. 25 
Fri 8 am-6 pm Sun noon-5 pm normal hours 

eSt. Paul 
0 Students have free access to these microcomputer facilities. 

T Microcomputer facilities managed by Distributed Computing Services: contact Jamil Jabr at 624-7766. 

Central Library B50 624-3269 t M-Th 8 am-10 pm Sat 
Frl 8 am-6 pm Sun 

Classroom Office Bldg. 135 624-9226 t M-Th 8 am-10 pm Sat 
Fri 8 am-6 pm Sun 

Classroom Office Bldg. 17 626-1252 t M-Th 8 am-midnight Sat 
Fri 8 am-8 pm Sun 

McNeal Hall+ 305 624-5367 t M-Th 8 am-midnight Sat 
Fri 8 am-6 pm Sun 

T Microcomputer facilities managed by other departments. 

Vet. Science 450 624-4281 
Contact: Livija Carlson, 624-3087 

Printing is Not Free 
A Printer Access Card is required to 
obtain output in all microcomputer 
facilities and laser or plotter output in 
IT Computer Facilities. 

Central Systems printing is charged 
against Central Systems accounts. 
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M-Th 8 am-9:30pm Sat 
Fri 8 am-5 pm Sun 

Misc. Notes 
t Instructors can reserve these labs for 

instructional use; contact the depart
ment responsible for the lab. 

+ These labs are frequently scheduled 
for classroom use. Call before making 
plans to use these facilities. 

-90-

10:30 arn-4:30 pm Open Nov. 25 
4 pm-10 pm 9 am-5 pm 

10 am-6 pm Open Nov. 25 
4 pm-10 pm normal hours 

10 am-6 pm Open Nov. 25 
noon-midnight normal hours 

10 am-6 pm Open Nov. 25 
noon-midnight normal hours 

9 am-5 pm 
1 pm-9 pm 

Internet and CIS network 
Through the Computer and Information 
Services network, these computers 
can access the Internet, LUMINA, E
mail, and other Central System 
computers, e.g., EPX, NVE, UZ, VX, VZ, 
VM1, and the School of 
Management's IBM mainframe. 

Distributed computing Services 
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Free Help: Computing and Information Technologies 
Phone Help Line Hours 

Central Systems 
These systems require a user name and password, which you get when you open an account. 

Qualified users can apply for grants to cover some computing related costs. 
0 EPX (Unix), NVE (NOS/VE), UZ (Uitrlx), VX and VZ (VMS) ..................... 626-8366 ...... M-F ...... 9 am to 4 pm 
0 VM1 (IBM/CMS) 998 Coffey Hall walk-in consulting hours may vary .... 624-6235 ...... M-F ...... 9-11 am, 2-4 pm 
0 MEDLINE (MinnesotaMEDLINE on NVE) ............................................... 626-8366 ...... M-F ...... 9 am to 4 pm 

Distributed Systems: Microcomputers, Workstations, LANs 
Software, hardware, peripherals, local area networks ................................. 626-4276 ...... M-F ...... 9 am to 4 pm 

0 East Bank ......... 152 Shepherd Labs .................................................. above ............. above ..... above 
0 West Bank ........ 93 Blegen .................................................................. above ............. above ..... 1 pm to 4 pm 
0 St. Paul ............ 58 Biological Sciences Center .................................. above ............. above ..... 1 pm to 4 pm 

E-mail and LUMINA 
0 E-mail: call for help using your University account.. ............................. 626-7676 ....... M-F ...... 9 am to 4 pm 

Forgot your password? Staff: call 626-8366. Students: go to any Computer Facility- e.g., 14 Folwell, 26 Lind, 
305 McNeai,HHH 50. Troubleshooting: if Maroon or Gold are down, you'll hear a status report at 626-1819. 

0 LUMINA: call if you have trouble connecting ....................................... 626-7676 ....... M-F ...... 9 am to 4 pm 

Computer Services Information ..................................................................... 625-1555 ...... any day .. any time 

General Information 
Williamson Hall Book Center 
Computer Dept .................................................. 625-3854 

(inventory and prices also available on Internet Gopher) 

University Computing and Information Services 
Administrative Information Svcs. (AIS) Help desk ... 4-0555 
Biomedical Graphics, various locations .................. 6-3939 
Central Computing Services, 100 LaudCF ............... 6-1600 

Accounts: EPX, NVE (inc I MEDLINE), UZ, VX, VZ .. 6-8366 
Data Entry .......................................................... 6-8351 
Statistics Services ............................................. 5-2303 
System Status .................................................... 6-1819 
Tape Librarian .................................................... 6-1838 

Computer Facilities (also call individual facilities) .. 5-1300 
_FoiH 54896 _Lind 6-0856 _MeN 4-5367 _H HH 4-6526 +more 
Disability and Computing Services, voice/TTY ........ 6-0365 
Distributed Computing Services, 190 Shep Labs .... 5-1300 
Engineering Services, 103 LaudCF ......................... 5-1595 

Equipment Repair and Warranties ...................... 5-1595 
Faculty Resource Center (for appointment) ............. 5-1300 
Gopher Hotel (server set up for a fee) .................... 5-2303 
Kodak Printer Service ............................................. 6-1661 
St. Paul Computing Services, 50 CofH ................... .4-7788 

Accounts: VM1 (IBM/CMS) ................................. 4-7788 
Tape Librarian .................................................... 4-3482 
Statistics Services ............................................. 4-6235 

Software Services (contract programming) .............. 5-2303 
Supercomputer Center Help, 3030 SCC ................. 6-0808 
Telecommunications, 30 TelecomS 

Networking Services Information ........................ 6-7800 
Networking Services Repair ................................ 5-0006 

Training, Course Registration, 190 ShepLab .......... 5-1300 
U Libraries, Integrated Information Center .............. 4-2020 
University Networking Services, 130 Lind ............... 5-8888 

Associate Vice President and 
Associate Provost Academic Affairs 

Donald R. Riley, Professor ............................. 626-9816 

Access Information 
SLIP: 2400/14,400--------- 626-1920 
SLIP: ADI-100 and ITE (with MKO) 3-0291 

~ Terminal settings for 
these systems are 8-1-N 
(8 data bits, 1 stop bit, 
no parity) unless other
wise noted. The number 
you dial may depend on 
the modem's bps or 
baud rate. 

$ Internet addresses. 
0 Dial-in Server: 626-0300, 

-1200, -2400, -4800, -9600 

0 At 9600 Telecomm 
supports V.32 and MNP 
level 5 error correction. 

0 On campus ADI-100 and 
ITE setups use 626-2400. 

LUMINA: 300/1200/2400 ........................ 625-6009 ~ 
V.32 ........................................................... 4-7539 ~ 

Telnet & tn3270 PUBINFO.AIS.UMN.EDU $ 

E-mail and Internet Service and Servers, Twin Cities 
____________ GOLD.TC.UMN.EDU $ 

--------MAROON. TC. UMN. EDU $ 
Gopher, alternate access (log in as gopher) 

300, 1200, 2400, 9600 ............ see Dial-in Server ~ 
CONSULTANT.MICRO.UMN.EDU $ 

Consulting via E-mail: low priority Central System ques 
Format ___ CONSULT@ MACHINE. NAME. UMN. EDU 

AIS SecureiD V.32 ...................................... 626-1061 ~ 

300/1200/2400 ········································· 6-7770 ~ 
tn3270 & Telnet ______ ADMIN .AIS. UMN. EDU $ 

EPX, NVE (includes MEDLINE), UZ, VX, VZ 
300, 1200, 2400, 9600 ............ see Dial-in Server ~ 
EPX or UZ or VX or VZ or NVE. CIS. UMN. EDU $ 

EPX, NVE: 300/1200/2400 ...................... 625-1445 ~ 
up to 19.2 campus data phone .................. 3-2400 ~ 

VM1 (IBM/CMS) at 7-1-even 
9600 ..................................................... 624-3668 ~ 
1200/2400 & <19.2 campus data phone .. 4-4220 ~ 

VMl.SPCS.UMN.EDU $ 

Trademarks: Internet Gopher and POPmail are registered trademarks of the University of Minnesota. 



Please be legible. Help us keep our costs down by using a campus mailing address whenever possible. Thanks. 

,----------------------------, 
Computing & Information Services Subscription Request 

Newsletter 0 Short Course Bulletin 0 Both publications 0 

Add 0 Cancel 0 Change as shown 0 

Name -----------------------------------------------------------

If University of Minnesota Twin Cities Campus Mail: 
Do not use your office address; Campus Mail only delivers bulk-mailed items with department addresses. 

Department ____________________________________________________ ___ 

Building---------------------------------------- Room---------

If U.S. Postal Service: 

Address --------------------------------------------

City--------------State------ Zip ___ _ 

University of Minnesota Affiliation. Please check one box. 

Department 0 Faculty 0 Staff 0 Student 0 Alumni 0 Other 0 

E-mail and FAX Options: You can also send us your subscription requests by fax or 
E-mail. Fax a subscription request "coupon" to 612/625-6817 or E-mail your request to 1 

~hislntemetaddres.::_n~sle~:::._-subscription@boombox.mi:.:o~~· ed::_ ____ _j 

Free E-mail Services (also see Book Center News) 
0 We receive notices of software and hardware fixes, seminars, helpful hints, and various 

computer related items from many sources. This information may be of immediate importance 
or interest to the University community. To make this information available in a timely manner, 
we periodically send out E-mail "news" bulletins. To subscribe to Microcomputer News, send 
E-mail to: news-request@boombox .micro. umn. edu 

0 To keep up-to-date on the growth of Internet Gopher servers, send a subscribe request viaE
mailto gopher-announce-request@boornbox.micro.umn.edu 
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